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I NTRODUCTION 
I . DEFINITION OF Rhd~RC~ ~Jill D~ ELOP~~NT 
In starting a discussion of organization and 
support of a Research and Development program, it would be 
well to define the term "Research and Development" . Strictly 
speaking , research is primarily concerned with the observa-
tion and study of the laws and phenomena of nature and/or 
the application of these findings to new devices, materials, 
or processes , or to the improv ement of those which already 
exist . * It is the search for new knowledge or answers to 
questions and does not concern itself with the design or 
development of physical products for sale. The word 
"Development " is taken to mean the practical application of 
fundamental princ i pl es to the desi gn of a new product . There-
fore, the phrase "Research and Development" vTould carry 
through from the inception of an idea until the ac tual 
marketing of the product in industry or the est~blishment of 
military systems . 
II . DI~cu~~ION OF PROBLEM 
The problem under consideration is to determine 
the most effective t ype of research organization and the 
most efficient ratios betvleen technical ~nd non-technical 
support elements of the research and development function. 
*1 , P. 12 
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Because of the prestige enjoyed by the research and develop-
ment operations today, many comp~ies have set up their 
organizations haphazardly based on the manpower presently 
on hand . This method is acceptable as a temporary expedient, 
but in order to insure profitable operations, a system must 
be established that will bring continuity to this type of 
program. All men are expendable--sooner or later they, as 
individuals, are gone . Though their i deas may lin3er, they 
have lost absolute control . ro prevent the collapse of the 
operation when the pivot man is gone , is the responsibility 
of management through good organization . Lines of authority 
must be established, responsibilities must be defined, each 
individual should be acutely aware of his position in the 
organization and how this authority and responsibility affect 
him. 
When these ground rules are established, whether 
or not strictly adhered to by the dominating individual at 
the moment , it is, in theory, a continuing entity set up for 
the future . Flexibility is also i mportant . Each new 
Director has his own ideas but the basic thought remains--
positions have been created and lines have been drawn--to 
serve as guide lines for the future . 
III. TYP~i:l Or' fu.>J.!:!.hrtCn 
The end results of the two distinct types of 
research ~d development under discussion , namely the 
8 
Department of the Air Force and the general Indus~rial 
Research Organization , are surprisingly similar . An analogy 
may be developed insofar as the industrial type is utilizing 
research and development to insure future profits through 
advanced technology . Their motives are easily deter-mined . 
Develop new pro~ucts , stay ahead of competition , and screen 
all projects so only those that appear to be advanta6 eous 
and profitable be allm~ed to continue until the end product 
is reached . If any large company chose to abandon research, 
competition would quickly advance , the company's investments 
would be endange red , and the company might even become an 
entirely different type of business than what it is today . 
\, hen Lammot du Pont was Presiaent of DuPont during 
the depression years of the Thirties , he noticed that a 
fundamental research budget had been pared out of deference 
to austere times . "It is more important to carry on research , " 
he told the research direc~or concerned , "than it is to pay 
dividends . "* I'his v1as recognition of a cardinal point . In 
establishing operating policies, it should be obvious that 
profits come only from meeting the needs of the consumer . 
To find the means to do so is the broad objective of research. 
The mission of the Department of Defense i s to 
assist in attaining the goals of our national policy . This 
is shown in Figure 1. These goals and the role of the 
~- 4 , p . 204 
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Department of Defense may change as the international 
situation changes. The mission assigned to the Air Force 
will depend on overall defense planning in view of our exist-
ing and expected future capabilities and estimates of poten-
tial enemy capabilities. Air Force operational planning , 
Figure 2 , determines how the Air Force intends to accomplish 
its assigned miss ion. An important factor in all planning is 
the technical ability to provide new equipments with greater 
operational capabilities . Our national survival depends 
upon our making the maximum use of present technology in the 
design and development of effective weapon systems and equip-
ment, and upon continuing research to keep ahead of potential 
enemies in the ability to provide better weapon systems and 
equipment for future operations . Bo t h types need today ' s 
research i f future survival is desired . 
Research and development cover activity from the 
l aboratory to the proving ground , and is concerned \vith 
logistics and personnel as well as equipment . A great fund 
of b&sic scientific knowledge lies behind every new weapon, 
instrument, or device . ~he store of scientific facts , ideas , 
and techniques must be continuously expanded to provide a 
greater range of selection for use in developmental efforts . 
Development must put the f~cts, ide~s, and techniques together 
into something that will perform a needed operational mission . 
Existing equipments and techniques must be improved where 
possible to increase their operational usefullness . 
10 
The obj ec tive of research and development manage-
ment is to achieve, in proportion to the effort and resources 
expended, the greatest possible increase in the capability 
of the Air Force to a ccomplish its mission. Efforts toward 
short and long-range objectives must be b~lanced to provide 
the optimum continuous operational capability . ivhile the 
results of research and development are not always predict-
able, all efforts must be aimed as directly as possible 
tor:ard satisfying operational needs . Hc.nagement must insure 
that operational planners are aware of the implications of new 
technological advances so that maximum use can be made of 
them. 
The Air Force employs the team concept in the 
management of research and development effort. The manager 
is the captain of a team of technical, test, and resource 
experts whose experience and voice must be reco3llized, 
respected and used. The concept will be carried through 
all echelons of command with full recognition of command 
preogatives , responsibilities, and assigned missions . A 
continuous flow of completely accurate and ti~ely informa-
tion between members of the team is necessary to insure that 
all are ·Horking most efficiently tovrard the proper objectives . 
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CHAPTER II 
PHILOSOPh'Y AKD OBJ.i!;CriVES OF R2:.:>.t!.AR.CH .r.1·D .uEVELOF:L-iENT 
I . '·THY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI•IENT 
Why is research and development so important--
so neces sary--that it must be given a higher priority than 
almost any other function in industry or military? Research 
is vital to the corporation because today's profit base , the 
products on 'Hhich these profits are earned, 1s slowly crumb-
ling under the impact of these four forces. 
Rapid technological advance by competitors and 
captive laboratories make today's products obsolete in a 
very short time . The high initial cost of such new innova-
tions is usually prohibitive at first, but as improvements 
are made the marketability increases . Good examples today 
are color television and the electronic cooking oven . It is 
possible that even these remarkable products may be surpassed 
before they become the standard in the consumer's home . 
Today 's production is obsolete twofold--on the drawing 
boards and in the laboratories . 
The development of functional engineering that 
speeds the marketing of the research project has aided in 
the i n creased turnover of old style durable goods . The 
application of basic managerial princi ples to the overall 
engineering picture has increased the efficiency and t hus 
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allows greater flexibility and speed to design development . 
The necessity for patent protection in today's 
market cannot be discounted. '.,hat would be the adv a.ntage 
of investing enormous sums of money on research and develop-
ment if the product could be copied by competitors as soon 
as it reached the market? If this were the case, should ws 
not concentrate our talents on mimicking products of research 
minded competitors and lie in wait for them to make the 
appearance? The moral here is quite obvious. We need 
protection for the fruit of our labor--confident that a 
temporary monopoly will be legally granted . In theory and 
in la\i this is the case. Hmrever, since the patent is a 
right to exclude others from the manufacture of your design 
and not, as supposed, a dev ice to make you the only manu-
facturer of the product, t here is the problem of infringe-
ment. This is the most serious drawback. The nature of the 
patent system in dealing with the unauthorized producer is 
slow, drawn out, and usually very difficult to arrive at a 
verdict for the original designer. A stronger simplified 
criteria should be applied to infringement suits that would 
aid the original designer quickly and economically . 
Legislative enactments in the past have been aimed 
toward trust-busting , maintaining fair trade lru1s, and 
establishing Federal regulatory commissions so the Federal 
Government may supervise as the third party between the 
consumer and manufacturer . The force that this faction 
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imposes upon t he profit b&se f luctuates ~ ith every political, 
economic, and social oscillation . Nev ertneless , a l&'i'J must 
be obeyed ~nd adher ed to by all or serious penalties will 
r esult . If t he le~isl&tion imposes s~ric~ rules and r egula-
tions on business , large or small , at the insistance of their 
political counterparts , it t nen oecorues a poli~ical foo~ball , 
and the majority party of the moment has witLin its g re:..sp 
the po~er to rule and decide on every fbctor effecting the 
product and ultimate profit of an organization . Business 
must never forget t he s e riouoness of such a problem and must 
keep it in constant thought . 
To assure t he coliip&ny adequate proauct i nsur ance , 
all f our of these must be c ombatted by a vigorous reseaLch 
program . Failure to take cocnizance of any one o f theue four 
forces may re sul t in loss through tr_& unpro~ected cr:.annel . 
A corollc..ry follows th&t research c..nd d~velo~mcnt , 
in the broad technical fields that are novl encompasoed by 
aeri a l weapons systems, i s one of the moot i mportant invest-
ments that citizens of the United 0tates can make in the 
future of their coun try . Tte &irpm)er research and develop-
ment investment offers a dual return . 
First , it is necessary to dev elop aerial weapon 
systems of s~fficient superioriLy thet ~ill offer the hope 
of deterrin any potential a._:3res::.or . In the event that 
thi s ho pe fails , it is the 4uality of t.1ese aerial v1eapon 
systems thc:.t vri ll det eru ine ttH::: degree of s .... ccess Iii th w. l:ich 
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this country will be defended . Utilizing a coordinated team 
of science, industry , and the military, the Air Research and 
Development Command seeks to develop an entire weapon system 
completed on time , in proper quantity , of superior quality, 
and i ntegrated into an organization trained for ita employ-
ment . In the weapon system concept the Command no longer 
considers airframe , armament , power plant, electronics, 
logistics , training , and support equipment as separate items, 
but as closely integrated parts of an entity . 
An airplane , to be considered an air weapon , must 
have the right engine , the right fire control , and the right 
armament . I t must work. I n the ,.,eapon system principle of 
management , the Command utilizes the research- development 
production cycle , under which all components must be designed 
and integrated within a limited time period; tested as a 
whole and produced at the lowest possible coat per weapon . 
There must be a continuous planning process to design radical -
ly nev; air v1eapona to replace present production aircraft 
which the future will render obsolete . 
Second , the progr ess made throug h susta ined effort 
on broad scientific fronts r equired for the ~irpower program 
will produce a steady stream of improved technology that can 
be applied to the civil aspects of American industry . 
Nuclear pouer, electronics , neu ma.teriala such as plastics 
and titanium, and civil a i r transportation are just a fev1 of 
the many civilian industrial by-products of milit&ry airpower 
research. 
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II . lJl\IV.!!..riu.hL THOU~hl'..:> .b.I~D f.tiiLOuO.t'hi.L!.u 
Vo lumes he;.ve been r. ri tt.en on the how s and. \1hens of 
r esearch, but the overall philosophy can oe rather s i mply 
stated . In order to implement a sound resea.t·ch and develop-
ment program one must h&ve the follo~ing . 
First , policies adapted to the special nature of 
the rese&rch and development task . Top m~nagement must real-
ize the importance of sound r easoning in this function . 
Policies must be establi shed to a id the nonadministrative 
man that heads the laboratory . he must not be burdenBd with 
ordinary red tape but should be 6 iven a clear technical 
field . 
Second , an organizational structure best fitted to 
accomplish the work . fhis may llie~n arastic revisions of 
current procedures which indic&te th~t over&ll flexibility 
is a prime prerequisite . 
rhird , adequate funds and a suitable budget and 
accounting structure . Research today cannot be tied down to 
cost a ccounting in its strictest sense . Funds must be made 
available fo r a promising project although it m~y never be 
commercially successful . ro some controllers this is poor 
management , but those who are playin6 the long shot vvil l 
risk it for a favorable probability perc~ntage . 
Fourth , personnel of the highest trained technical 
competence anG personnel policies th&t will ~t.trac t, retain , 
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and use to best advantage such technical personnel . A 
resea rch program is only as good as the men who plan and 
operate it . The supply of these people must never level off 
but must continue to produce more and more qualified individ-
uals annually . 
Fifth, adequate f acilities which are adequately 
supported . A research man needs the finest physical facili -
ties available and the knowledge that whatever support he 
needs will be readily available to him . This peace of mind 
attitude proves very reassuring to the research scientist . 
Sixth, operational procedures should be designed to 
promote internal efficiency and satisfactory relations with 
all other research activities. Liaison among research lab-
oratories gives helpful information of an unclassified or 
general nature that will save countless hours pondering over 
the basic problem th~t is already solved 
III . LOGIC AND ~SONIIG UND~RLYI G 
RE~EARCH ~~ D~V~LOP~NT 
The logic and reasoning underlying research and 
develo pment can best be outlined in points pertaining to the 
entire objectives one must strive to attain.~ 
1 . The primary objective of research and dev elop-
ment is to protect, maintain, and improve the company 's 
* 3, P . 106 
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competitive position in industry. 
2 . It must furnish these services : 
A. Anticipate , prevent, or cure troubles i n 
pr oduction or use 
B. Reduce the current cost of the product 
c. Improve the quality of existing material 
or products 
D. Abate dangers or nuisances 
E . Assist in standardization of parts 
F . Develop new use for existing materials, 
processes, or devices 
G. Serve the cu stomer by helping him reduce 
costs in the use of the product 
H. Develop new materials, processes , or devices 
for existing or new mar kets 
I . I mprove customer and public relations 
J . Amass and distribute technical information 
leading to a better underst~~ding of the 
produc t 
K. Contribute to the common store of general 
knowledge with the ultimate motives of 
increased markets throug h r aised standards 
of living 
Once these objectives are established a clea r 
picture of what research and development must st r iv e to 
20 
obtain is indicated . Justification for existance of the 
laboratory is proven only when some tangible achievement is 
reached toward one of the principle objectives of its function . 
I V. FUNCTIONB 01'' fu...::3EArlCh A1 D D~V.h.LOP ,:E_.NT 
The functions of research and development can be 
broken into stages of product progression from conception 
to completion. Functions are the "how" of research as much 
as objectives were the "w hy" . 
Fundamental research comprises investigations 
carried on for the purpose of increasing man 's knowledge 
and understanding of the natural \'rorld. Since the unknown is 
being sought in fundamental research, what specifically vTill 
be found is equally unknown . This type of research is 
typically found in academic surroundings . However, more and 
more industrial concerns are contributing funds for the 
advancement of this 11 pure " or "basic " researc h . Their idea 
is tha t there is much lmoHledge man has not yet found and 
will never find if research is only done on projects \'Te have 
some knowledge of- - no matter how faint . 
Applied r esearch i s the systematic survey of a 
field of fundamental research, in order to follou up on the 
brief findings and support the applic~tion of the theorems 
developed . 
The initial development is the first step in 
realizing a technique or device which makes practical use of 
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an idea that has resulted from research. Effort is 
principally devoted to learning what can be done with the 
nevr discovery . 
Engineering development refers to the refinement 
and the practical i mprov ement of the device developed in the 
prior stage . A detailed design of a practical and useful 
device to fill a specific need is accomplished a t this level 
of development . 
Constant revision of the original idea appears 
during early stages of production and from service use . 
When new designs are put i nto the hands of those who will 
produce them and use them in operations, unexpected weak-
nesses and deficienci es are likely to be uncovered. lihile 
these primary errors ~re being corrected , the product is 
already being examined in a series of field tests to deter-
mine its suitability in a normal lifetime use situation . 
Primary models are prepared at the earliest stages 
of development , and functional t esting is done to determine 
its estimated potential and value to the user . From these 
preliminary models prototypes are set up for tec r~ical 
suitability studies . These are a series of tests desi gned 
to determine whether or not it meets technical requirements 
and to establish its performance under all conditions which 
might be encountered in operational use . Performance de-
ficiencies uncovered by such testing a re rectified by design 
changes . A production model receives the same scruitiny 
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that the origina l prototype was subjected to , and when all 
errors a re adjusted, the final tes t is 0 iven . 
\!hen a nerl dev ice bec;ins to be avail able from pro-
duction , it is tested i n its intended use and evaluated , not 
from a technical standpoint , but rather in terms of its i ntend-
ed purpose . 
The preceeding description of the functions of 
research and development and the various tests associated 
with those s teps have assumed that what is being developed 
i s a tangible, physical device such as an airplane , an ensine , 
or a missle . Increasingly in recent years research act ivi-
ties hav e been undertaken involving intangibles . The Air 
Force has, in the past , concerned i tself with a programming 
i nvestigation of interest to the comptroller and is constant-
ly studying the a ims and means of psychological warfare and 
human ens ineering (the science of adapting systems surround-
i ngs to man , the machine ) , for another example . There is no 
"production 11 whi ch results from such i nvestigat ions , and the 
usual l ang uage of military requirements , specifications , and 
tests , is not useful for this class of rrork . It may not be 
to inacc urate to class all such work as falling i nto categor-
ies of fundamental and applied research. 
ChAP'rER III 
The forerunners of today's rese~rc h and develop-
ment l aboratories \;rere small, one man operations . The 
individual who ran the shop 1va.s usually one 11 ho had had "a 
flash of genius" tnat gc:.ve hlm the basic idea for his labors . 
History is full of one- man snaps and names of Ford, Goodyear , 
Hall , E.dison , c..nd Bell. Hov.ever , today's industrial oper~­
tions have gro,,n a hund.rcafold , so it. is natural tha.t the 
operation of the resec..rch laboratory has 0 rown parb.llel to 
lead the company through the ner. fields of endeavor . 
The early development of orgcnized research in 
American industry is exemplified by the work of such com-
panies as DuPont , General Electric, and utandard Oil of 
Indiana . rhe progress of researc~ was thus proceeding in 
t wo general directions : (l) t he independent inv~~tigb.t.ors 
vlere searching for nen ..t:Jroducts , c...nd ( 2) tne companies v. ho 
were utilizing this activity were interest.ed in product c..nd 
quality improvement . 
As competition increased a.nd t.he eaucational 
resources began to supply oore techniGally trained men , 
these tvio types of researc t: merged , and tr.:.e researc h process 
was established as an inte6ral part of those industries \/here 
.. 
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this activity has alwaJs been found . 
~conomic motivations are first in importance when 
a company is atternp~ing to jus~iiy the o~erating expenditures 
of a research and development function . rhe status of the 
company , at the present time , should be \v taigned C:.6&.1nst the 
future potentic..l for the m&rke t . If the future market for 
today 1 s product does not seem to increase considerably over 
the present demand , then \-le must diversi fy to bulla E.. strong 
busi ness future . 
The economic mo tivations reveal that the prime 
considerations in establishing a research &no development 
operation are ~or the betterment of existing products ~nd 
the development of new i terns . I n words of the long- term 
growth of the coiLpany , 1 t v. oulci &ppear to 01 v e tt1e new 
proaucts i dea the top notc h . Oth~r motivations include the 
search for improved manufacturins proceoJes , ~~t~rwination 
of new use for existing prouucts , or attempts to sc..lvage &nd 
r euse waste or by-prod~cts . 
Apparently the stron3est motives continue to b e 
t hose which offer ~ne maximum opportunity for the 0 reatest 
~--
net economic advantage to th~ company . " 
rhe imuortance of economic factors in t ne inu0strial 
research and development operati on is dependent on the 
vectors resulting frore the extyrr.&l stimuli pullin0 from 
~- 2, p . 117 
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all angles . The resultant forces in this equation would aim 
in the direction of either: (1) the path of least resistance, 
or (2) the direction of t he strongest forces . Today ' s 
business decisions , because of economic f actors , mu st take 
into consideration many facets for correct and accurate 
forecasting . One must consider the way of life t he Americans 
have become accustomed to , and the spread of this mode to all 
parts of the United States and then to other free nations 
of the world . We must cons ider also , the suppressed 
countries under the domination of Communism. Are they soon 
to overthrow this evil or is it going to spread to other 
vulnerable sections of the globe? 
It is now impossible to separate these forces 
spoken of earlier. The social , political , economic , cultural, 
and religious forces of the world today are too closely 
related , too interdependent on each other , to be considered 
individually . 
General patterns of industrial development . The 
tremendo us g rowth of research in industry generally in the 
years following the Second ~orld War , when research became 
the important factor , is not necessarily a happy one . Before 
t he war most directors had difficulty persuading those with 
the responsibility of allocating funds to provide enough fo r 
research . Today the situation tends to be different . Both 
industrial and government funds are being funnelled into 
research at such a rate that the l imiting f actor is a s hortage 
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of trained ms.npouer . v:e need men of wisdom to hs,nd.le these 
funds , to allocLte them to the correct projects so waste 
will be minimized . Industrial researc h is young , it has 
grown extremely rapidly . The patterns of industrial develop-
ment are yet to be seen . They vlill be dev Glo.t-'ed by the 
thousands of researc hers studying thousand s of products, for , 
as you can realize now , the future of any enterprise is based 
on the researc h &t present . 
II . l'iiLITARY ru:.:>EARCH 
The history of United States military researc h 
and development divides itself into t hree m~in phases . The 
organi zation and the results obtained during each of these 
phases have been radi cally di fferent . 
Survival motivation . Phase I--Prior to 1939. 
Before 1930 research and development uas not an important 
attribute of the military organization . The designs of 
military equipment up to 1930 were based l argely on rule of 
thumb , such as gunpovider, suns , steam propulsion , and the 
like of private inventions ad~pted ~o military usage . Begin-
ning in 1930 , the injection of electronics i n t o the military 
scene introduced the firs t r eally great need for hi3hly 
organized research &nd development eff ort . ~ffective equip-
ment could no l onger be designed by the experience of the man 
on the job , and the need for hi0hly skilled tecr~ical know-
how and r esearc h bec&.me more pressing . .::>orne researc h was 
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carried on at scattered loca~ions usually by private con-
tractors for the Army or Navy project in question . However , 
this era ~1as marked by the conducting of research and dev elop-
ment under rigid specificat ions similar to t hose used for 
t he procure~ent of s 1andard military equipment . These limit-
ations per:r.i tted the i njection of v e ry f e\l imagina~ive 
solutions . l•i:oreov er , even ~Then effectiv e rese&rc h \vas Qone , 
t here were tota lly i nadequ&te me~s for transition of the 
r esult ant ideas and devices to milita ry application . Conse-
quently , research solutions di d not f i nd reaay a cceptance 
and utilization durin6 this period. ~ilitary pomp and trad -
itions h~ve hampered much pro3ress in this same vein . 
Phase II (1 939--1946) . The opening o f hostilities 
in Europe made it appear to many l eading scientists in the 
United States that strong scientific support of our military 
operations had become imperc tive . Because of the i nti mate 
con t act with the potentialities of science, the se scientists 
realized t ha.t \forld \·, a r I I ~rould be critic ally dependent 
upon our ability to out\-Ji t t he enemy Hi th t he quality of our 
military weapons . Some important development s occurring in 
just this fashion were the proximi t y fuse (a r aQiO transmitter 
and receiver i n the nose of a f iv e inch snell), and the 
perfect ion of microwave radar (narrow beam radar with hig h 
discriminating pouer) . 
Almost every \. eapon devised from radical concepts , 
that subsequently proved successful, met with the same type 
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of t he novr typicc.l military resistance . Yet , almost without 
exception , aft er these weapons had reacced the point of 
demonstration , they received enthusiastic ~cceptance by the 
armed forces . The poi nt is that radical and conceptual ideas 
must be developed outside of military control up to 0he point 
of experimental and tactical demonstrG.tion . One neea only 
to look at the Lincoln Labora-.ories of the ·1assachusetts 
I nstitute of Technology, whose mission it i s to develop a 
crack air defense system for the preservation of North 
America. This work is done under Air Force contract by 
Projec t Lincoln rlhich draws upon the military only for fl ight 
test support . 
gilitary research &nd devalopment looking for new 
weapons must be organized so tha~ radical ideas can be brought 
to the point of demonstraLion before the military can rule 
them out . 
Importance of political factors . Phase III (1946--
1956) . At the end of the war , Americans generally and 
scientists specifically , looked forward to a period of peace 
during which military research and development would be de-
emphasized far below the level of \vartime effort . Moreover , 
it was doubtful at the time that the American people would 
support the wartime level of military rese~rch activity . 
The importc..nt pC1._t 0hat resec..r-ch and aev elopment hc..d plc..yed 
in creating military strength during the rlar r1as universally 
recognized . 
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How different is the concept today, ten years 
later! Having been faced with another totalitarian state 
power , we know now that military researc h and development 
must never be stopped , but the quality and efficiency must 
be increased. The Air Force today is riding the crest of a 
technological development surge that began with nuclear 
fission and airborne gas turbine power and shows no sign of 
abating. To speed the pace of this surge and to shape its 
character to t he requirements of airpower, the Air Research 
and Development Command was created five years ago to operate 
as a technical management tool--unique in military history . 
ARDC's job is to insure qualitative superiority of the United 
States Air Force's new weapons and to provide the necessary 
link between military requirements and the vast science--
industry complex on which the United Btates Air Force must 
rely to discover , develop, and produce its weapons of the 
future . 
After five years of growing pains and constant 
improvement of its managerial techniques, ArlDC today is a 
cohesive organization tha t has integrated and expanded all 
of t he United States Air Force's once scattered research, 
development, and test facilities, and operates according to 
rrell defined plans and pri nciples . 
Trends and problems . Geographically and mission-
wise these facilities are : (Figure 3) 
1. Headquarters ARUC , Baltimore, aryland 
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2. Wright Air Development Center, Dayton , Ohio , 
\·l eapon Systems 
3. Western Development Division, Los Angeles , 
California, Ballistic Mi ssiles 
4. Patrick Air Force Base , Florida, Missile Test 
Center 
5. Holloman Air Force Base, New Ivlexico , Missile 
Development 
6. Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico, Special 
Vieapons Center 
7. Edwards Air Force Base , California, Flight 
Test Center 
8 . Arnold Engineering Development Center, 
Tennessee , Aerodynamics 
9. Air Force Cambridge Research Center , l•Iassachu-
setts, Electronics and Geophysics 
10. Rome Air Development Center , New York , Elec -
tronics 
11. Air Force Armament Center, Florida , Weapon 
Testing 
These centers are equipped with two and one half 
billion dollars worth of research, development , and test 
facilities that are used by both the United States Air Force 
and its industrial and scientific contractors. One principle 
carried out in ARDC i s that the centers do only enough 
research and development work to maintain a technical com-
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petency in r equired fields and to tackle t he problems that 
are so specialized for t he United States Air Force require-
ments that there is no outside interest in hanuling them. 
ARDC is gearing its operations to achieve t hree 
principle goals for the United 3tates Air Force : (1) improve 
quality of future United States Air Force weapons , (2) in-
crease reliability of the weapons, and (3) reduce the 
* development cycle for neiv weapon systems. 
Bere we can see the tremendous i mpor tance being 
placed on milit&ry research ana development toaay . I have 
outlined the Air Force's organiza~ion , b ut both the Army and 
Navy have similar operations in effect developing their 
specialities . 
* 12, p . 17 
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CHAPTli.R I V 
The objective of the research and development 
prog ram is t o provide a meaningful perspective of the re -
search e.nd development eff ort and to make work identity 
possible . A perspective enables the managers of the effort 
to prevent unwarranted duplication , i mproper relationships, 
and precedence of various units of work to one another , and 
the existance of unsatisfactory gaps in the program. 
I . DET.!!.RlHNATION OF T.rili RES.E.A.R.CH .PRO.oL.!!.I•i 
To turn to the more specific aspects of the subject, 
a field of research can best be laid out for systematic study 
by organizing a series of major problems or pro jects . The 
subjects should be chosen to cover the logical subdivisions 
of the broad objectives of the program. The factor bearing 
heavily on the productive capacit y of the labora~ory is the 
c ho ice of projects . lihich is to be chosen to be worked on 
first? 
In most laboratories more ideas exist than can be 
investigated . Decisions as to which i deas should be pulled 
out of the stockpile and worked on are not merely technical 
decisions; they also involve sales, production, and finan-
cial considerations . Therefore , these decisions must be 
made by someone who is in a position to know and appraise 
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all relevant f~ctors , not merely t he technical ones . The 
man at the laboratory bench usually is not i n such a position. 
Some men , b y virtue of skill , training , intuition , 
or luck seem to be especially well qualified to make decis-
ion s about technical pr ojects , although these men may not be 
the persons best qualified to car ry out investi gations . when 
t he pl anning function is separated from the actual conduct of 
the investi gation , effectiv e use can be made of both sorts 
of t alent . 
In most industrial r esearch l aboratori es , ~he work 
of individua l research wo r kers is interrelated . oeveral men 
may be working as a team on one project , or one man may be 
carryi ng forwar d wor k pr eviousl y done by another. Under 
s uch circumst~nces , someone mus~ coordinate the effort of t he 
individual men or teams . This i nvolves planning . In the 
absence of ov e r all pl anning , the v.-ork of t he l aboratory i s 
likely to consi st of a number of separ~te projects , some of 
which duplicate or ov erlap others , yet leave gaps i n a r eas in 
which wo r k should be done , rather t han a coordi nated pr ogr am. 
Research wor kers are often reluctant to admit that 
work on a project has been completed . I n partic~lar, they 
may seek to make improvements and add refinements to a 
workable produc t or process beyond the po i nt of opti mum 
benefit to the company . Someone vTno is not so close to the 
work is likely to he.v e more bal~nced j udgement on the time 
when work should be stopped t rran has the r esearc h wor ker . 
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In industry and in the government the selection of 
wo rk is quite different . The industrial research director 
is working with stockholders• funds, and he has to show by 
results that the research is justified. \1 1th mounting costs 
of research, this justification is becomming more and more 
difficult . 1o accomplish t his, however , it is essential 
that a problem , when g iven to a laboratory , be assigned to 
an individual who is interested in it. Using this unity of 
control concept, a close watch may be kept over e~ch singular 
project as the one man in charge is cognizant of all costs. 
The industrial director of research is g iven a 
stated amount of money , and he is responsible for t he manner 
in which it is spent. No rmally the total is determined by 
the amount spent during the p~st ye~r ~d the product to be 
considered during the coming year . Once the money has been 
approved, the research director is the indi~idu&l responsible 
for the manner in which expenditures are made , and the money 
is shifted within the projects . If his expenditures run 
over the esti~ated costs, he must again appro~ch the board 
of directors with justification and expl~nations . This , how-
ever, is not the usual case , as origin~l estimates are placed 
at a hi gh enough f i gure to compensate for most irregularities . 
The government research director, on the other 
hc.nd , is working vlith a.n authorized amount of money , the 
request f or ~o1hich ''as entered into his channels of authority 
far in advance of its approval . ·rhe authorized amount had 
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to become part of an approved f eder al buget . It meant that 
the type of work covered by the buget wa s f irst proposed 
well over a year before the funds were approved . 
In getting f unds for his work , the government 
di r ec t o r of resear ch has no such control over t he expendit -
ures as does his industrial counterpart . The peculiar 
problem of gove rnment fund alloca tions is that yo u, as 
director, are obli ged to commit all your programmed funds for 
each fiscal year whether actually needed or not ! The 
fallacy behind this action is obvious : if you return any of 
your money at t he end of a fiscal year your buget may b e 
pared by that amount the n ext ! Now it can be seen that the 
responsible individ ual sees a need fo r those funds next year, 
and it may hav e been something extraordina ry that precluded 
him f r om legitimately using them this tinte . Ra ther than 
take a chance of a permament buget reduction , he will spend 
all his allocations as t he year ends . 
The final f a ctor in determin~tion of the research 
and development pro0r am is , of course , management . The 
ov erall p i c ture o f the co~pany , the i ndus try , and the whole 
e conomy must be developed whenev e r management dec i des to 
embark on a l a r ge scale researc h ana development progr am. 
Management must l ook into the future and decide the basic 
facts of li f e for the comps.ny . When t he research director 
is authorized to proceed after the projects hav e been approved, 
top management must follow all progress and activity reports 
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to make the final decision to m~rket the result , to stop 
research on a hopeless case , or to divert all capabilities 
into a particularly promisi ng project. 
The procedures that should be est~blished for 
program determination a r e based on those principles which 
have been proven applicable to resea_·ch and development 
administration and management . ·rhis approach hc..s forced 
recognition of the follow i ng important fundamentals : (1) 
approval of technical work must be accompanied by authori-
zations for the timely release of all resources needed for 
its accomplishment , and (2) inasmuch as the amoun~s of ~he 
resources required vary with the time available , emphasis 
should be placed on the function of planning and scheduling . 
Currently, plans and schedules for tbe development of 11 hard-
ware11 items are usually more meaningful than those for re-
search activity . However , i n Universities , the Government , 
and Industry , real research and development experience has 
demonstrated that research can be effectiv ely planned and 
scheduled. This is only practical where specific and not 
general broad scientific objectives are established . Reali -
zation of full benefits from this thought in the management 
of research anu development ac ~ivities may be del ayed until 
this philosophy becomes generally understood , ac cepted , and 
applied . 
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II . T~CHNOL0~ICAL FEAciiBILi rY OF P~OGRhN 
In order to suppl y to p management the i nformati on 
necessary to make decisions concerni ng the future of any 
research pr ogram, the researc h director must have , as a rule 
of reason ing , concrete mat eri a l for a bas i s of his fac~s. 
This materi al comes from individual studies of each resea rch 
project in operation to determine its operati onal future . 
One i mportant criterion i n considering the rese~rch program 
is the technologica l feasibility of the research attack in 
those areas where t he future seems favorable . (Figu re 4) 
This can only be an est imate of possibilities and will re-
quire the best t echnical advice available . .-,hen this techni-
ca l source is t apped , an opinion i s g iv en wi th r egard to its 
potential growth . Hanagement must r ely on this judc3ement of 
its researc h and technical staffs . The advic e and info rmation 
obtained from them should be as factual and i mpartial as 
possible . Thi s is t he foundation of the research director ' s 
answers t o top management so tha t they can make sounQ 
coordinat ed decisions with regard to researc h . An unsound 
b i as at thi s stage can do indu~trial rese&rch, i n a g iven 
organization more harm than good . The opportunity to "sell " 
a particular project shoul d be given but in conjunction with 
a l ater analysis of that project and not of a compani es 
overall position . The most desirable aspect would be a 
survey of the technical portion of the products and processes 
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of the firm along with the resources of men and material 
available to it . 
This survey would be the first step in scientif-
ically evaluating the elements which make up t he obstacles 
standing in the way of a successf ul achiev ement of the goals 
of the project . Constant liaison in regard to feasibility 
studies must be kept betvTeen t he research director and the 
managerial staff . 
Next , preliminary i nvestigations tnat should be 
considered aB fundamental prerequisites for the securing of 
essential data should be followed thusly : (1) exploratory 
research , (2) literature survey , and (3) executive investi-
gation i nc luding sales survey . These , of course , may be 
altered in sequence or perforilled simultaneously as the 
researc her explores the various possibilities . 
The products t hus chosen s houl d be thoro us hly 
investigated to determine whether or not they coincide with 
t he present or future activ i ties of t he organization . \,hen 
the f easibility study i s compl e t ed and t he answer is affirm-
a tiv e , then the research dir~ctor and top management both 
should have t he utmos t confi dence and respec t f or the ne•~· es t 
r esearch project for the company . 
Vlhen ''~e begin discus>::> ion of this topic , we have 
assumed that the particular project in mind has met the 
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approval of the powers in being . It is now that we explore 
the magnitude of the problem and its bearing on the four 
elements of industry- -money , time , men , and equipment . 
Starting '\'Ti th this ne1v problem, we realize that 
its solution is worth some economic return to the compeny . 
We know this because of the preliminary studies that this 
problem has undergone . 1:le also know that the results of 
those studies were favorable because the determination of 
this phase of the project i s the last administrative prob-
lem to be solved before submitting the project to the labor-
atory for the actual beginning of research. 
Here the projects are subjected to limits . These 
limits are not as probably imposed in the earlier studies, 
such as being within the realm of possibility or such other 
theoretical limitations . 
These limits which we are speaking of at this time 
are tangible practical limits of reason. ,,e spoke earlier 
of an e conomic return to the co~pany--a monetary reward . 
However , this reward is only ours if we get there first . 
To accomplish the job quickly and accurately , we need men , 
material, and some of our own money--the working capital . 
The solution to the problem must come before that unknown 
time when it will begin to lose its potential utility . 
Ken , money , equipment . vlhat are the cost elements 
in industrial research? They are tvrofold : t he salaries paid 
to the personnel and the expenditures to supply ~aterial , 
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obtain services, and maintain buildings. Then it can oe 
determined that the cost of doing research to obtain a 
solution to a problem will vary with the selection of the 
resources of personnel anQ material . Since the profession-
ally trained researcher accounts for sixty to seventy per 
cent of the total cost, programs should be organized &nd 
&dministered so as to obtain the optimum use factor of this 
resource . Equipment can not substi tute fo r c r eative i ntelli-
gence , but an adequate recognition of t he fact that modern 
electronic data processing machi nes can handle mathematical 
and other complex problems rapidly that would slow t he 
scientist dm·m considerably v;ere he to attempt to calculate 
manuall y , aids the time factor . 
These three factors : men , material , and money 
represent such a tight knit triumvirate that it is not prac -
tica l to separate them . 
Time is the last factor . 'i'his also is an integral 
part of cost , but it is more clearly defined when viewed 
singul arly . Research takes a long time to become profitable . 
Things have to be done in lo6ical sequence and frequently 
the second step is not apparent until the results of the first 
are evaluated. It is not a simple question of man hours . 
Up to a certain point the job can be speeded by increasing 
manpower ; but beyond that poir.t, if you expect to complete a 
research project in half the time merel y by doubling the 
staff , t hen you might just c.:.s Hell try to cook a three minute 
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egg in one and a half minutes by usi ng tvlo cooks! 
Time i s required in Industri a l research to assemble 
data , study and define the problem , carry the pro ject through 
the experiments, and arrive at a plausible solution. Each 
of these elements involves its own temporal factor , usually 
i nterdependent upon each other. 
we have seen in this che.pter just how the origin&.l 
research problem is determined and by applyi ng the correc t 
criteria to t he projects i nvolved , we fo l lowed it throug h 
t he f easibility studies a~d inv est i gated t he magnitude of 
t he research and dev elopment prog ram. 
CHA TER V 
¥~AGERIAL nESPONbiEILITIE~ 
In the analysis of a research and development 
operation, it is top management which must assume the 
ultimate responsibili ty for its success or failure . As we 
have seen previously , the selection of research projects 
is a slow , deliberate task. Management must avoid mi stakes 
and take all the necessary precautions possi ble to insure 
correct pro ject choice , using tangible criteria instead of 
relying on "chance " for decisions. 
I. DI&CT RESPONSIBILI·riES 
The first grea t deci sion tha t fac e s management 
in regard to the probl em of research and devel opment is: 
Should we embark upon such a program? The answer to this 
initial ques tion i s perhaps the gr eat est decision a growing 
company has to make . Assuming an affirmative answ er, since 
a negativ e one would obviate the topic under di scussion, we 
will precede with t he direct r esponsibilities facing manage-
ment . This decision to enter research activi t i es should 
not be taken lig htly . The establishment of research activi-
ty is a problem in pl anning , and before plans can be made 
e f f iciently , as much perti nent data as possible must be 
made available . The principle steps conc erning the program 
* are as follo\'TS : 
* 1, p . 22 
• 
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1. Economic studies 
2 . Utilization studies 
3· I•Iarket research 
4 . Product evaluation 
5. Pilot plant work 
6. Process design 
7. 4ar ke t development 
Economic studies . At the time of the . research 
activities and certainly before the development expense is 
incurred, a preli minary evaluation s hould be made to deter-
mine the general economic possibility of the proposed process 
or product . If the end result is a well known material, 
obviously any neH process should use starting materials 
which cost less than the final product . These economic 
studies should include a wide variety of rectors . lany of 
the questions have rather obvious anmvers , but they should 
not be forgot~en on th&t account . Some of them relate to 
the supply of raw materials . Is the supply limited? Is 
it subject to wide price fluctuations? Is it seasonal , 
requiring a large investment for inv entory? Is it obtained 
from a foreign source? Is it vulnerable to tariff c h&rges? 
Is it controlled by a sinsle supplier? 
If the answers to these and similar questions are 
favorable, the margin of profit in the new process must be 
adequate to compenscte for the risks or else t he company 
must take steps to reduc~ the economic dangers . Certain 
' 
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actions may be practiced, s uc h as hedging on futures in tne 
agricu l ture msr~et or c;.bsorbing a. supplier into the compc..ny 
by merger or purchase . hlthough steps can fre~uantly be 
taken to re:::edy t he econon.ic c..dv c..ntages of rt:;.H we.. tt::ric..ls , 
the ILost desirable process is , of course , one "'nich uses 
common and vlidely c..v<::.ilc.ble substc..nces on the free market . 
I n aduition to the consideration of raw materi&ls , 
the atudy should consi~er economic problems connectea with 
the process itself . l:hi le detc..iled quest~ons re~ardin0 the 
final prouuct ~hould be le_t to a. market resec..rcn stuuy , 
there should also be a prel iminc..ry glance ~t mark~t character-
istics of the product . I s it a necessity or ~ luxury? Is 
it subject to \. i de pric e flue t.LoE.. t.ions? .. 111 it mec.n competi -
t~on from ot her commodities? I s l~~ur a ni6h proportion of 
costs? Cc.n the e _Loipn!c.nt be used for ot.r~or pur..:JosE.-s i.:· the 
intendea use proves unpro fitable? 
Factors concernin~ the cnc.racter of colli~etition 
should also be considered . If the coLpetltive pro~ucts 
already hc..ve a hi6h mc..rgin of profit or Lre by- proaucts and 
must therefore be prouucea in any case, it ,ay pay the 
competitors to en3&6e in serious c..ctivity to drive tne 
nev<comer out of business . rhe future ;>rospccts of allied 
markets n.us t be scc..nned , c.nd nev. Jt;velo1Jllient.s or iab&s th&t 
may be evolved i n the nec..r future that cot,..lQ possibly obso -
lete all present concepts must be considerea very close ly . 
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l'oo often , in the past, have compc.nies bull t ne\, pl ants 
desi 3ned fo r exis~ing , prov en proceoses only t o hav e them 
obsolete in a few years because heed was not ~ala to a 
young inv ention that held 11 slight 11 poss i bill t ies . The 
a luminum indus try is a good example of the new concept of 
metallic me t eri a ls . 
After all the e conomic surv eys have been made , 
it should be recogni zed that an occasional process i s 
desirable ev en if it will not , itself , make money . I f it 
will complete a line of p roducts , and t hus assist the s&les 
f orce , it may pay off i n the fo r m of indirect e conooic 
b enefits i n t he l ong run as a loss leader. 
Utilization studies are t he most i mport&nt in 
connection w 1 th ent i rely neH pr oducts . ,j hen the lc.bora.tory 
produces a new mat erial whic h looks as though it has commer-
cial po s s i oilities , the obvious next step is to determi ne 
uses for the ne\·; product . Utilization \vork prob&bly r epre-
sents the bi~gest job of i ntroduc ing ne\. products . Frequently 
the most efficient p l a c e to do this work i s in t he potential 
customer's own plbnt to illustrate its pract ic~l c.pplica~ion . 
Mar ket rese&rch . The ultimate aim of a c offiiliercial 
enter prise i s t o c reate a proauct tha t c an be sold c.t a 
profit . In o.der to avoid pu t~ing effort and fund s i nto a 
product that is no t salec.ble i n a volume or at a pri ce 
necessary fo r adequate return , detc...i.u:-d mc:..rke t research 
should accompany tec tmical develop!litmt . 
Such research is simply an organized search for all facts 
that mi ght affect the market for the products , combined 
with a critical appraisal of the facts discovered. Market 
research seeks by one mean or another to determine supply-
demand relationships . More accurately it seeks to determine 
the future supply- demand relati onship, and to anticipate the 
situation that will exist when the nev1 product is ready for 
ful l s cale production. 
There is nothing specta cular about this phase of 
direc t manage r i al r esponsibilities or the techniques em-
ployed by market research. Successful results require , 
pr imarily , a meticulous attention to detail i n collecting 
and analyzing facts . Since more and more attention is being 
focused upon thi s activity , i t is reasonable to assume tha t 
its effectiveness will increase , and that it will be used 
more generally than it has been in the past . 
Product evaluation and Pilot plant work. The pilot 
plant's pr inciple object ive i s to confi rm results of research 
done i n laboratories and to aid i n product evaluation. Since 
this is the f i rst actual application of the theories evolved 
at the work bench, the practicallity of actual small scale 
plant oper ations at this stage of development is a crisis in 
future planning . The use of this media is found when the 
product or process under development i s so different from that 
now being produced that it presents new and different problems 
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at every stage of production. Pilot plants may be normal 
plants or miniature models designed to produce only 
enough material to be tested during any specific period . 
Under certain special conditions the pilot plant stage 
may be omitted from the program. There would be no need 
for pilot scale work if the laboratory experiments show 
that operating conditions were not critical and of a known 
nature . The responsibility for initiating this positive 
action in authorizing the construction of the pilot rests 
solely upon the shoulders of management . It could be a 
multimillion dollar blunder if the developmental efforts 
failed. The process of product evaluation is covered by all 
phases of pilot plant operation and can b e closely watched 
to determine any flaws that mi ght occur in t he early stages 
of development . 
Process design of a new or i mproved operation or 
modification of an old operation is an i mportant development 
function which involves translating to commercial scale data 
obtained by pilot plant investigations and economi c studies . 
In view of thi s dependence upon other s roups for background 
material , there must b e a close relation between the p rocess 
design , pilot plant , and economic g roups . The i mportant thing 
is that all the significant findings of the pilot scale work 
must be transla ted fully to a larger scale by the method which 
is most efficient for the g i ven situation. 
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\;hile the responsibility of the development and design 
gr oups of a large company do not usually include the 
details of mechanical or electrical equi pment , it is 
recognized that these are par allel fields which are also 
of great importance. It is up to the mechanical engineering 
group to design and construct the necessary production or 
process lines that have been set up by the process ~esign 
division . It i s their job to apply the newest of theories . 
I t is now obvious that those responsible for development 
work--the translation of the research idea into a practical 
process or device for producti on--must be prepared to cover , 
or at least be cognizant of, many lines of activity not only 
i n their own special field but i n parallel ones . Though any 
one industry has its specialty i n which it is well versed , 
it can not live within itself alone . The development problems 
of all industries are not only interrelated , they are inter-
t wined to a surprising degree . 
:Market development is the l ast phase . After a 
product has oeen placed on the open market through the series 
of tests explained above , there are usually some adJustments 
t hat can be made to the original design--adjustments b rought 
on by actual market usage and suggestions . A very good 
example is the Convair delta-wing all purpose fighter , the 
F- l02. \'/hen this plane was first produced it was considered 
a failure because it could not exceed the speed of sound . 
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In 1 953 an engineering principle was discovered , called the 
11 area rule" , tha t was applied to a later model , the F-l02A . 
The effect of this area rule was to shape the fuselage like 
a 11 coke 11 bottle , na rrow in t he middle behind t he cockpit . 
This small adjustment b rous ht t he failure F-102 t o the pre-
sent ov ersuccessful F- l 0 2A that can break the sonic barrier 
in a climb ! Before the original F- 102 was produced, it was 
assumed that all expectations could be filled , but it was 
not until t he first production models were in operation that 
it was found i ncompetent. The market dev elopment i n this 
instance , coupled with a new engineering rule , cer tainly 
sav ed t he American taxpayer millions of research dollar s . 
The responsibilities of management in fo llowing 
a prod uc t t hrough the phases described above are tremendous . 
One fal s e step along the "tray could mean disaoter for the 
company inv olved . -anagement must be gambling men , but the 
odds should be on t hei r side for a continui ng prosperity . 
II . PROGRAJ.•J•:I NG FOR DI Vh..RdiFI CATION 
Diversifica tion of existing pr oduct lines is 
another phase of managerial responsibili ty , for a decision 
to widen the proa uc t base can be most advantageous i f accom-
plished logically . Successful diversification requires 
clear understanuing of corporate strengths and weaknesses , 
careful delineation of objectiv e s , and b road knowledge of 
many industries . 
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The outline below indicates a portion of the prob-
lems involved in a diversifica~ion study . There are many 
more points to be outlined that would be applicable to 
separate industries. Diversification is just one more incre-
ment in the overall picture that has to be met with criteria 
to justify t ne move . It is one more phase of managerial 
responsibility . 
PROGRh..J.J.·:!NG FOR DIV.!!d.SIFIChTIOI * 
PHASE I . 
DEFINITION OF DIVERSIFI0ATION CRIT~RIA 
·!anagement, Mo tives, and Objectives 
Analysis of problem to be solved 
Importance of industry growth rate 
Business philosophy of management 
Financial goals 
I mportance of utilizing present facilities and org&nization 
Urgency 
PLU5 
Resources for Diversification 
1-lanagerial skills 
Production 
Marketing 
Research and development 
Financial capacity 
Intangibles 
MINUS 
Restrictions and Limitations 
Financial 
Geographic 
Facility 
* 5, P. 6 
Distributive 
Other 
Diversification Criteria 
PHASE II . 
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E~UALo 
I DENTIFICaTION Al'lD PROG.n.c...:>.SIV.E. uCR.t!..:: .. Nil1G OF uUir.hBL.E. PRODUCT 
AREAS 
(Relationship of Industry Characteristics to Diversification 
Criteria) 
Growth Prospects 
Technological Trends 
Requirements for Entry 
Opportunities to Capitalize on Company's Pr esent Resources 
CDptimum Method of .E.ntry 
PHASE III. 
SEARCH FOR EVALUATION OF ~P~CIFIC OPrOrlrU Iri~S 
Acquisition of Product Rights by Purchase of License 
Acqui sition of Going Concern 
.l\1erger 
Program of Internal Product Devel opment 
Phase I V. 
Ri:CO:i.·ti·iE.l~D.n.TIONS FOrt CLI.c..IH ACTION 
Timing 
Capital Outlay 
Organi zational Changes 
l-1odifications in Production , Research, and Development, and 
Marketing Operations 
Direction of Future Product Development Efforts 
CHAP .t!..R VI 
ORGANIZATION FOR Fllii:>U .. RCH A1~D .uEV.E.LO.f:'lv.u!.NT (1) 
I n any large rese&rch establi shment it is essen-
tia l that the organization be of such a nature as to define 
as preci sely as possible the works to be accomplished by 
t he v a rious departmbnts . This work allotment not only 
results in orderly b usiness administration but also prov i des 
a basi s for planning and coordination of the r esearc h prob-
lems . Research activities can be planned and scheduled 
t hrough effective use of managerial con trols over all phases 
of activity . This phase of or ganization is perhaps one of 
the more important developments in the scope of r esearc h. 
There are t hree fact ors of organization for re-
search that an industrial organi zation must consider . These 
are: 
1 . Organizing t he company to properly accomodate 
a research organization 
2. Organizing t he research department in order 
to accomplish t he objectiv es of man&gemsnt . 
3. Establi shing relations betv1een the research 
depart~ent and the remainder of the co~pany 
so the r esults of rese&rch can be exploited . 
The discussion of organization should be r egarded 
n 
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a s a discussion of environment or framework within which 
r esearch takes pl ace . The organization of resear ch may not 
be r i g i dly presc r ibed as i t depenus upon many fac tors such 
as type of industry , size of comp&.ny , company , compa.ny poli-
cies , and personalities . Hovrever , wi thi n any one laboratory 
group , lines of authority shoul d be clearly delineated , and 
a l l i nstructions should be issued i n a way which does not 
break down these established lines . 
Effective research organi zation strikes a proper 
balance between too much and too little supervision , since 
it i s recogni zed that professional workers are able to carry 
on independently and frequent l y resent supervision . I n some 
companies l i aison is maintained through the research director 
to other parts of the company and to other div isions of the 
research depar·tn::ent . A good organization would provide 
liaison at all level s , not solely through t he director. 
Administrati v e and technical direction may be separated , 
especially i n t he larger organi zations , in o rde r to g ive the 
director mo re time , and in these cases the administrative 
function is usually at. a higher lev e l t ha.n the technical 
function . 
.e will now follow the normal inuustry through 
its organlzational problems after acquiring a researc h 
depa rtment. 
II. ORGA HZING ThE CO.~ .. lPANY TO ACCOl'-' ·~ODATE. 
RE...:>.rl.ARCh A.f.llD Dii.V ..ti.:LO 1~NT 
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To some , at first , it may seem a simple problem 
to org&nize or reorganize a company to provide for the new 
arrival--the researc h depart ment . Hire engineers, scientists, 
and technicians, place them in a l arge room, g ive them 
equipment and a project , and tell them to start inventi ng . 
Ridiculous? Emphatically not . This was the case when North 
American Aircraft began work on guided missiles a few years 
i;.~ 
ago . It is now proven that the undertaking of a research 
progrcm can completely change the complexion of t he company , 
and once undertaken , it mu st be followed through. 
As far as the formal organization of the comp~y 
is concerned , t op mancgement will acquire one or more new 
faces . Research can not be properly accom~lished within a 
compEny unless the effort is directed by a man on s~ch a 
management level as to be able to communicate freely with 
the policy makers . As the research operation grmis in import-
ance , it is quite likely that the one new member may grow 
to be several . At the Hug hes Aircraft Company there are now 
three Vice Presidents engaged in research and development 
activities for a force of five t hot:sand . One of these is 
a Vice President in charge of Research , another is Vice 
President in charge of \'ieapon Systems . The third , Vic e 
President in charge of Engineerins do t:s not have &.ny major 
line responsibilities but has charge of long ran~e technical 
* 7, P . "2 
I' 
* planning and production . 
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The reasons for needing a close tie-in between 
research and top company management are numerous . First , 
t he p&rformance of the rese~rch department will have serious 
effects on the comp&ny as a ~hole . If the research group 
leads the company down the wrong path, it could suffer serious 
financial difficulty . If the research group is quite success-
ful , on the other hand , a company may be faced with a large 
expansion i n o;-der to take advantage of a new product, or 
r ealize that if it hesitates to expand , its competitors are 
prepared to take over t he market . Management can not afford 
to be uninformed in such matters . 
Second , the research department must know the 
company 's future plans so it may direct its effort in the 
most profitable manner . Research should serve the whole 
company , and not any one departoent in particular. If the 
rese&rch program were allowed to become unduly involved in 
the problems of the manufacturins organization, for example , 
it might become so preoccupied with current operations that 
basic neu products would not be developed . 
The prestige of the research organization is 
import&.nt . Competent technical people demand that their 
department be recognized as one of the essential cogs of the 
company , and competent research directors de~and to be in top 
* 5, p . 3 
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management . Pr estige works externally &..s 't'lell as internally . 
Two v ery good examples of name associations &..nd of reputa-
tion stand out at the Air Force Cambridge Research Center. 
The Cent er is phys i cc lly l ocated & t Bedford , I<lassc;chuse tts , 
having moved from its urb&n environments to the &ir b~se in 
June of 1955. he· .. ever , the word Cambridge ren.ained i n the 
l egal name of the Center , althou0h all contact with Cambridge 
has dis~ppee:..red . rhe reason for thi s \,as that tc.e Ger.. ter 
became Hell kno\·.n as Cambridge B.esesrch venter c.nd the 
academic t one ~o tne name continues to ura~ top scien~ific 
t alent . The other i ncident occu r red durin6 a budget tro~bled 
time \·lhen any scientist or re searcher , wno had been contract-
ed for employn.ent , \1as allowed to be ta.l{~:::n on bo&..r d in spite 
of d rastic dollar deficiencies in order to vreser~e the 
reputation and t he pr estige of the Air Force Cambridge 
Research Center among the s cientific cult . 
r1hen the Air Force was establi shed c.. s a sep&..rc..te 
service , divorced from the brmy , over ten ye&rs ago , all 
research and development was hanuled by vhe Air waterial 
Command . This Command , vii th hef..dquarters a t .. ri~nt-Pa.tterson 
.hir Force .C. ase in .uayton , Ohio , is the ce11tral purct!asing 
agency for the Air Force . ~ hen the worla sltu~t ion became 
critical because of Communist domination , t ne Air Force 
recognized the extreue need ~ o r ~ separate research command . 
Base~ on ~he Ridenour Re~ort~ of 1949 , the preser..t Air 
* 14, P . V- I 
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Research and Development Command was established in January 
1 950 and began operating in April 1951 as an individual 
Command. In this report the committee recommended that the 
control of research and development affairs in the Air Force 
should be the responsibility of a single agency in order to 
end the confusion brou6ht about by scattered respons ibility. 
This control , they concluded , could be mos t effectively 
exercised by an Air Research and Development Comm&nQ. As 
to the problem of securing more emphasis at the Air dt~ff 
level for the problem of research and development , the 
committee suggested the establishment of a Deputy Chie f of 
Staff for Research ~nd Development . This recommendation 
closely parallels industry , placing directors of research 
in a Vice President capacity . This is shown in Figures 5 
and 6 . 
Once the framework had been established and the 
ground rules generated , the Air Research and Development 
Command took its place among the United States Air Force ' s 
major operating Commands , on the same level as the Strategic 
Air Command and the Tactical Air Command . The present 
organizational structure of the Air rtesearch and Development 
Command is shown in Figure 7. 
This organization , i n theory and on paper , was to 
be the ultimate in a research activity organization . However , 
one very i mport ant point is being missed . Does the military 
organization of a research and development program tend to 
I 
I 
I 
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create conditions which retard the work of scientists or 
make it difficult to obtain and retain services of highly 
qualified civilian scientific and technical personnel? This 
is the crux of the military problem. The highly regulated 
and organized line military individua l versus the freewheel -
ing , laxidaisical type of researc her creates many a difficult 
problem . Military organization v ery definitely tends to 
create conditions which retard the wor k of the scientists, 
although there are some exceptions to this general rule . 
At the present time there is an inflexibility in 
the military organization of research and development 
installations which allmvs mill tary commanders to rule by 
command as though they were dealing with a fi ghting organiza-
tion. In a fighting unit, such as a combat wing , t he need 
for an unquestioned responsiveness to command is acknowledged . 
Such a type of command would be inconsistant with maximum 
achievement in the military research and development program. 
The need for a civilian technic a l directo r is 
great i n the c~se when a cente r has only one specialty under 
study . In order to provide more a ssurances tha t the position 
of tec hnical director is used in an optimum manner and to 
prevent instances where the position can be abolished a t 
the whim of a military commande r , a uniform policy should 
be formulated at Air Force level concerning the organizat i on 
of military r esearch and development activities to provide 
that the civilian technical directors be ass i gned specific 
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authority and responsi bility for technical di rection . The 
relationship betw een the technical directo r and the command-
ing off ice r shoul d be made univocally clear . 
This principle was the result of a senate sub-
committee inv estigation of the Air Force Cambri dge Research 
Center in 1 954 , when i t was stated that soon after t he 
assumption o f command by a new General Off ic e r the following 
took pl ace : 
* to say : 
1 . The Techni cal Deputy Commander position was 
eliminated and removed fro m line authority . 
2 . The Staff position of Technical Director was 
established . 
3. The top civilians in each of the three Research 
Directorat es r esigned , followed by the 
Techn i cal Director whose new position was 
also abolished . 
4. A "St eering Committee 11 vras established con-
sisting of the new heads of the Research 
Direc torates with the Commanding General as 
Chairman . 
Because of this action , the sub-committee 'trent on 
"In view of the statement to the sub- committee 
tha t the AFCRC "steering comrr.i ttee" nmv performs 
many of t he f unctions prev iously performed by the 
t echnic&l director , the sub-committee has g iven 
special attention to tne job description of the 
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technical director , and it would seem apparent 
that many of his duties are not those capable of 
being performed by a 11 steering cominittee 11 made up 
of operating directorate heads ~nd the Plans and 
Operations staff section." 
This trouble arose bec~use of conflicting philosophies of 
successive Commanding Generals , and the fi rst one \vho r1ad 
recognized that the military functions of the center a re 
basically service functions designed to support the research 
effort and t he second , vlho beli eved that military positions 
should dominate the structure conce rning the delegation of 
authority and responsibility . 
In outlining analogi es such as the above , we are 
able to see the policies lurking behind every organization , 
be it industrial , government , or academic . These private 
policies d riven by petty jealousies , arising f rom unlimited 
sources are the knives at the throat of a successful company 
organized for rese&rch. These are the thing s that can not 
be measured , calculated , or predicted . 
ORGANIZATION FOR RE::>.L!.bnCH 1<-l'>D DE.V.!!.LOPl•...u.NT (2) 
The main theme i n this second chapter on organ-
ization is conc~rned with the i nternal organization of the 
research department and how it functions . cicientists 
collaborating in the investigation of technical problems 
require some form of organization , not only to facillitate 
the production of valuable results, but to define their 
duties , i ndividual responsibilities , and priv iliges . 'rhe 
organization should encourage f r eedom , cooperation , and 
i nitiativ e , and provide for the development of gro up em ... er-
prise . It sho~ld be considerate of the idiosyncrasies of 
individuals , and on no account should it li~it or hinder the 
work in hand . 
I . O~.hKIZING ·.rhE REo.I!.A.ttGh .Oi.zlArtr1·.t.!!.NT TO 
ACCO·..PLI.::>H ThE.. O.uJ...!..CTIV.c..,::> Ot.., l·liil~t..n.G ...... ·.u.:..l\T 
The basic problem in the organizat ion of a scien-
tific g roup is to set up a system which will permit the 
i ndividuals to apply , to the fullest extent , t~eir knowledge 
and abilities in the direction of vlhatever is of greatest 
i mportance to the laborauory . The only virtue in org~nization 
of any sort is to ~ssist the scienti s t and the technical 
superviser to the end. In a small scale operation , i~ may 
be possible to dispense with a fon.ual stru~r..u re ; hm,ev er , 
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as the laboratory grow~ , it becoges necessary to define 
clearly the area of responsibility . 
Typically , t ne research and develo~mcnt activity 
is not located under any functional heads of the business , 
but rather in an indepenaent fashion which a llows it to 
have ready access to top management , and at the same time 
easy communication with sales , production, and f i nance , with 
whom it must work very closely in t he research and develop-
ment activity . 
Some companies have chosen to organi ze the research 
and development effort in accordance with a time sequence , 
such as : 
1 . Basic research 
2 . Application of t he knowledge to practical 
problems 
3. Design for production 
4. Solving problems met in production 
In some cases #1 ~nd # 2 are g rouped together into an organ-
ization appropriately called "The Research Labora tory" and 
#3 and #4 are called "Development" . I n other i nstanc es all 
four steps may be srouped together or there may be a break 
between #3 and #4 . By dividing the research anu development 
organization , it is easier to keep the inv entors \·forking on 
advanced p.~.··oj ects rihile the engineers C E.n be placed in opera-
tions closer to production . 
So~etimes the org~nization is related to tne 
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product lines in which the company is en0 aged . Perhaps the 
research related to electronics will be in one city with 
the electronics manufacturing division; the part having to 
do with research in propellants may be located in another 
city with the propulsion division. This form of decentral-
ized laboratories is gaining popularity in industrial con-
cerns today . Seventy per cent of companies surveyed by 
Jones* had some degree of centralization, but in over half 
of these there was one main laboratory and several smaller 
decentralized units in conjunction with the manufacturing 
activity in various geographic locations . The main laboratory, 
however , was usually engaged in a more general or basic type 
of research than that which prevailed in the decentralizeu 
units . In the decentrC~.lized units the character of tne v1ork 
was almost purely applied and development research. The 
trend today seems to be toward decen~ralizing the research 
and development activity. However, there are still many 
staunch de f enders of a single center approach in the interest 
of cross seeding of talent and ideas . 
The Air Force , at present , is utilizing a com-
pletely decentralized system . Hig n altitude rocKet testing 
in the New I~exico desert , test flying in the l•.;.ohave desert 
of Southern California where three hundred f ifty days a year 
are perfect for flyi n6 , missile testin6 in Florida over t he 
Atlantic , electronic and geophysical research i n tne noston 
* 8 , p . 10 
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area because of t he ready available talent , libraries , 
univ ~rsities , and culture. This i s all shown in Figure b . 
From tne rev ievT of i ndustrial rese&rc h operations , 
i t appears that or0anizati on structure is not subjecteu to 
the same degree of emphasis in research and aevelopment &s is 
apparent for the total company or for any other func~ioncl 
area . I n brief , organization c... s such , finds very little 
accent in ter~s of research and development ~~tivity . lhis 
may be due to a number of causes . The explanations for this 
action most frequently offered are : 
1 . The research and development activity is often 
located geographically away f'roiL the company 
and s t ands on its own as a separate organiza-
tional entity . It is outsiue tne illiilie~iate 
clrcle of operations . ~.estin0hoL se Electric 
Corporation recently completed a multimillion 
dollar "investment for tomorrm\ 11 resec:...rch 
laboratory on a seventy two acre site , ten 
miles east of downtown Pittsburg , where the 
main offices are located . rhis short dis-
tance of ten miles is still enoug h to be 
physically i ndependent from the rest of the 
company . 
2 . It is generally made up of employees possessed 
of a hi0 h level of intelli6 ence who uo no t 
need the same degree of organization as is 
. 
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necessary with less gif~ed personnel . 
3 . Resee.rch and development deals w1 th scientific 
disciplines wnic h normally consume most of 
the intereat of the participants . They feel 
little concern on matters of organization . 
i e all have knmin people who liKe to d r aw 
pr etty or0 anizational ch~r~s ~nd ~nen try 
to make tee people f i t the squares which 
t hey felt should be on t he chart . This has 
never worke~ well and prob~bly works poor-
est in a research laboratory . 
4 . The timing of produ ct mov =ment and tne schedu-
1 ing of v10 rk are not as p r ecise wi t hin the 
research and development activity as t hey are 
in other activities of the company , and 
this reduces t he necessity for ~ore defi nite 
organization. 
5. The size of the r esearch and developm~nt activ-
ity id frequently r a t her small and the lines 
of coiiliitunication betv. een employees c..re less 
compl ex t han in otner areas of Lne business . 
This m&y reduce the necessity for form&l 
organization . 
~li thout comment.ing furt.her on those lines of 
reasoning , let us look a t ~he types of organiza tion struct-
ures that are used in the research and development activity . 
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They t ake several forms . oome defi ni tiona are in o1·der on 
the t erms that ~ill be used . Product means the end product 
of the research and development activity , usually an item 
that the company is manufacturing or contemplating manu-
facturing . I t can be considered synonymous with projec t . 
Function wi l l refer to tne elemen~s of research and develop-
ment , such as basic research , applied research , development 
engine~ring , and so forth . 
The most common form of organization , employed by 
43 per cent of t he companies surveyed by Jones* , was a com-
bination produc t and functional type of organization . An 
exampl e of this type is g iven immediately below . 
PRODUCT 
Researc h Director 
Ey applying this combination , a firm is able to perfect 
its produc t s and s till maintain elementary research. The 
President of t~estin~house .t:lectric Corporation , Gwilym A. 
Price said , conc~rning ~he org~nization of their new lab-
oratories iH:· : 
Speaking for .. estinghouse , I will say that \·le 1·1ere 
built and now exist on technoloc;ical resee:..rch . ~.e are 
spending ~150 million this Jear on our total tec r~ical 
effort--our research an~ development work . a very 
considerable portion of t hat research is devotea. to 
projects whose span is open ended--to long range 
43 
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exploratory investigations i nto th~ ph~s~ca~ sci~nces-­
t o fundamental resec..rch for nei'l" sc~ent~f~c ..iUlOWlodge --
to attempts to better understand natural laws . \1e B-re 
spending about '*22 million on such work this year ( tvro 
t i mes that of five years ago) . 
Only 10% of our effort in this new labor~tory i s devo -
ted to applied resea rch--to work of a practical nature 
focused on a s i ngle product. 50% i s on vrhat i"le call 
basic research--on the search for new knowledge in fields 
which rel&te directly to our business . 40% comprising 
the *2-~ million I spoke of , is on \hat we call fundamen-
tal research--work in fi e lds of science basic to the 
e l ectrical inaustry , but on specific projects which have 
little or nothing to do with our business as such, ~orne 
experts have named 8 to 10~ as a desirable 60al for 
companies to strive for . 
This portion of westinghouse 's rese&rch is on the 
functional basis with product reoearch performed oy each 
div ision on its par~icular proauct . This is also an example 
of a centralized funetional research and a decentralized 
pr oduc t or subjec t type of opera~ion . 
The next most common type of organization is a 
pure product type . An example of this is below . 
PRODUCT 
esearch Director 
I Propellant s j 
In this subject type of organization tne brea~dov·m oc..:urs 
by divisions as shown above . Each subject field is then 
divided into special branches of investigctions . 
The organization by stage of application or funct ion 
is usually broken dovm into pure and fundamental research, 
applied research, developnent , and proauction or process 
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engineering , or some similar type of title . Although not 
very meny research org&nizations rely solely upon this 
fundamental layout , t here are strong social pressur es on t he 
labora tory management toward adopting this type and v~eak or 
even negativ e pressures toward adopting the project type . 
This t ype of thinking is seen by t he a cademi c 
sci entists who do not believ e enoug h fundament a l r esearch 
is performed today in t he United States . Fundamental re-
search is t he base point from vrhere all eng i neering and 
technology evolve . This ari ses bece.use of tremendous pressure 
placed upon indust rial l abo r a tories by their mancs.gement to 
p r oduce new and better products of higher quality , Wi Lh more 
quantity and new materials . There has been little thou6 ht 
given to the search for new i deas in the past, but nov1 mo re 
and more i ndust r ies a r e allocating funds for this specific 
purpose . Vfest i nghouse , General Electric , Bell Labor&.tories , 
and General lvlotors a r e a few lar ge concerns who a r e i nteres -
ted in these projects . 
A crucial d i s tinction must be recognized Et the outse t . 
Sci ence is not the nuclear reactor , the miracle drug , 
t he TV set , or the washing ma c hine . These t hings a re 
technologi cal end pro .... ucts only , and i n t heir development 
America is unquestionably supreme . But if science is to 
be found it i s only by puzzling back t hr ough a mysti c 
maze until , behi nd designers , engineers , l aboratories, 
and applied sc i entists there i s found a t last i n t ne 
center of t he maze the fundc.mental scientist , the Resee.rch 
man ; the man whose l i fe &nd wor k is science -- -c,he m&n \vho 
i s do i ng unco~itted thinki ng or experimentation , 
prompted by disinterested curiosity and &i wed pri mbrill 
at the extension of t t1e bounctarie s of humc:.n knowledge . 
{ i- 10 , p . 113 
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The dissertation on the previous page a raws the 
discussion to fundamental research which is merely one 
portion of functional type organization . An example of 
this type activ ity is below . 
FU CTION 
Research Director 
Development 
Engineering 
To illustrate the topic of internal l aborc..tory 
organization , I will outline the org~nization of the 
Electronics Resea rch Directorate at the Air Force Cambridge 
Research Center . ERD is conc e rned with progr ams t hat promise 
to reshape the conduct of aerial warfare and air traff ic 
contro l . These programs fall into t wo broad catauories . 
The first is the search for technolog ica l breakthroug h in 
key r esearch areas . These range f rom propc..gation studies 
which may provi cie an ans\rer to t r.:.e d ifficu lt problem of 
detecting intercontinental ballistic missiles at g reat 
dist ances and ~ltituues, to researc h in ne~ semiconductor 
(t ransitor) materic..ls and tec ru1iques . 
The second is conce r ned with the com~lex electronics 
g round environment (systems), employing a~tomaGic data 
processing , computing , and control techniques fo r continent-
al air defense , overseas a ir defense , tactic&l air operations, 
and air traffic control . 
The orgc..nization c hart f or .!!.ill is shovm on Figure 9. 
M oT\-r""\"'t="' '-~o-r- ,...,.-. ~~.-.~,-.~,-..,rn,....,...,-._..-
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ERD is in direct line of communication to tne Command block 
of the General and his immedi~te assistants . The he&d of 
the Directorate is a civilian scientist . Internal organiza-
tion shm: s eight laboratories , two 11 staff" branches , and one 
"office" . His i mmedi ate staff is composed of the l:'rograms 
and Requirements Branch and the Resources Management Branch. 
The ov ~rall manpower strength of ERD is approximately four 
hundred fifty civilians and fifty officers and airmen . The 
Prog rams and Requirements Branch is responsible for the 
determination of projects to be undertaken by the laboratories . 
It is a hi ghly technical component functioning as the heart 
of ERD . These are t he men who project the future capabili -
ties of ERD so that a continuing flow of competent research 
may be accomplisned . 
The second staff function is t he Resources 1vJ.anage-
ment Branch responsible for the facilities necessary fo r 
r esearch production. This function supplies the personnel , 
material, and liaison necessary to accomplish ~RD's mission , 
It is a consolidated personnel, manpower, information ser-
vices, and supply section for the Direc t orate . It is all an 
administrative and service function operating as tne necessary 
overhecd to ev ery research organization . 
The breaKout of t he Directora~e as shown in Figure 
9 is described belorT . 
Tne ~ystem Project Office and cipecial ~ystems 
Laboratory are handling the developm~nt of a number of 
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electronic supporting systems including : 
Tactical Air Control oystem ('rAG) , a nevr mobile 
air transportable system which will provia.e base air defense , 
interdiction, and close support capabilities for Tactica l 
Air Command Operations . 
Base Air Defense Ground ~nvironment (BADGE) , f or 
use &t overseas air bases not equipped with I'AC . Development 
of the components for these systems is bein0 handled by 
s ev eral la.bo ra.~ori es both in ~RD and at other ~Rue Cent~rs . 
The Navigation Laborat.orJ is hc..no.li:ns tr ... e respon-
sibility of solv i n3 CoiD.L1on oystem air traffic proble.ns . 
I' he laboratory 's n i gh Performance Coutrol CentE-r (tlPCO) is 
about to go i nto opera~ion &t Fort Dawes . The boston ~rea 
\·!ill serve as a ni gh density control area , 'vlith h.l:'CO control-
line flisnt test a ircri;;.ft over a t1-10 hundred mile radius and 
feeding them into a nuu,oer of ~irports . Military aircraft 
vlill be controlled first , and t he l aboratory hopes to bring 
co~ercial aircraf t i nto later phases of the p r ogram . 
The activities of tne Propa6 ation Laboratory a ims 
at better understandi n_::: of the fundamental oeuium in ,,rt-_ich 
electro - magnetic radiation works ana. hmv its properti~s 
influe~ce the perfor~ance of radio ~nd radar . Any defense 
against intercontinen~al ballistic ~issiles is aepbnaen~ 
upon det ecting and tracki ng tneir pc:.th t Lrou_;h tb.e ionosphere 
at ranges far above these nmv possible ·with convbntional 
radar . Another problem is r6.di o control and c oiliiiluni c~tion 
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with our own missiles during initial phases of tneir traject-
ory . 
The Communications Laboratory works very closely 
with the Propag&tion Laboratory because of the intimate 
r elations hip between propae:;ation knm1ledge and communications 
equipment techniques . ~~ithin the l c..bo ratory , .h.RD centers a 
wide variety of activities ranging from cryptogr~phy to 
digital communications , from IFF (Identification , friend , or 
f oe) to vari ous types of voice communicat ions . 
The Radar Laborato r y is deeply involved in seeking 
ways to circumvent enemy countermeasures . Concentrating on 
radar components and techniques , the laboratory is attempt-
ing to make radar less vulnerable to enemy jamming by increas-
ing its frequency stabi~ity , enabling it to discriminate 
bet\leen echo returns to its 0\fn transmissions and those 
generated by enemy ECJ.·. (.!!.lectronic Countermeasures) . 
The Antenna Laooratory has been one of the pioneers 
in the development of printed microwave circuit tacnniqu vs 
for making wave gui des and micro\'rav e components . rhe lab-
oratory is also \vorking with communication antennas and 
airborne antennas . 
The AFC~C electronic supporting sys~em programs 
rely hec..vily on the Computer Laboratories whose activities 
can be divided into ~nree broad overlappin~ ~reas : 
1 . i:>ystem support for li.L'\,RC' s ili& j or super - systems 
programs 
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2 . Technical development of new state of tee art 
and computer techniques 
3. I•Iathematical computing services for AFCRG . 
In contrast to other Erl.D labor&tories which Horlc 
in rather specialized areas , the Components and rechniques 
Laboratory has a variety of important programs which encom-
pass many arts , including chewistry , physics , optics , elec-
tronics , and any combination of these . 
A brief summary of all objectives sought by ~nn is 
included in this statement by Dr . L . IJ~ . Hollingsworth , .!!.RD 
Director, in reply to a question about his most pressing 
needs : 
"vle woul d like a radar vlith limitless range , that weighs 
nothing and occupies no space . :;e vlould like to be able 
to communicate \vi tn &nyone , anywr...ere on ec...rth, without 
enemy interception or jaL.II~ing . But vie wovld liKe to be 
able to bo t h intercept and jam tne ene~y 's communications . * 
* 8 , p . 88 
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If we agree that a major objective of research and 
development i s to produce nmT products for use by the public, 
it follows that certain steps may be t aken i n order to illake 
the process mo st effective . These steps are necessary to 
organize the company to use t he results of research. ·rhe oost 
important of t hede are : 
1 . To transfer information to the manufacturing 
organization so that they can maKe the new 
product . 
2. To sell the product to the ultimate consumer . 
3. To observe the customer 's reaction to the 
pr oduc t and provide corrective acti on , if 
necessary . 
The research and development orgc..nization has an 
important part to play assisting t he organizations which 
are cond ucting these operations . In working with manufact -
uring , the most import~nt consideration i s that of establis h-
i ng adequate an~ direct lines of communication . Formally 
speaki ng , tne research anJ dev elopment dep~rtment comes in 
the form of drawings , material &nu part lists , process 
specifications, testing procedures , and so forth . The 
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manufacturing organization converts these data into tools , 
assembly lines , inventory control , test equipment , and the 
other devices for producing t.~e product . As the cotnplexi ty 
of the product increases, more thought and more managerial 
skill must be applied to the relationship betwaen the factory 
and research &nd development . This rela tionship is far too 
complex to be set down in a simple formula, but some consid-
erations to be kept in mind are as follows . 
The two organizations must have respect for each 
other. Even thoush this appears to be self-evident , it is 
very important personality wise that each department be held 
in the highest esteem by the other. There are several r easons 
for the existance of this conflict . i'here is tne natural 
tendency for people and businesses to develop fixed habits 
or habit patterns . These are in the nature of stable i deas 
and philosophies so there is resistance to chanbe and a 
strong tendency to return to T.he old v-1ay of life . This 
resistance to change is caused by the hazards involved or 
anticipated in any change . Perhaps the most obvious reason 
is the failure of each department to realize the problem of 
the other. Education in both departments could help to 
allevia te this predicament . 
Research could hold a seminar for tne prod~ction 
people and inform them of the status of new product research, 
indicate what the time scheaule will be for future develop-
ment , and describe the ways in which the n e1v product -w ill be 
.. 
superior. The manufacturing people co uld reciprocate by 
having a session for research and development in which they 
descri be their organi zation , procedures , materiel handling , 
inventory control, planning , and other problem areas . Each 
group tells the other as much as possible about its methods 
and problems . The r esults should be excellent because each 
group wi ll come to realize that the other is doing a big job 
and that bo t h jobs are essential to the company's success . 
It i s to their mutual advantage to help each other. 
The author has had a chance to view this type of 
c lose coordi nati on personally . One of the major research 
and development laboratories of the International Business 
Machines Corpo r ation is l ocated at Poughkeepsie , New York . 
This laboratory does r esearch in all areas of IBl• ... ' s activity , 
and therefore comes into contact with all areas of the major 
manufacturing plants of the com~any in specifi c regard to eac h 
plant's product . The r e i s also in Poughkeeps i e a large IBM 
plant , of the Data Processi ng Di vision , with well over one 
million square feet of floor space . There is close liaison 
between the researc h outfit and the planning section of the 
Industrial Engineering Division concerning future products , 
there specifications and requirements . This planning section 
i s concerned with projecting a future design for the assembly 
area of the products still in the developmental sta0e . It 
i s the responsibility of t his section to predict , as accurately 
as possible , just hov1 the floor spa.ce of the entire plc..nt will 
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be uti lized i n six months or a yea r from the present . 
If the re i s a particular sensational produc t 
unde r going final s tages of development , this section must 
work closely with researc h so that t he timing of coordi nation 
may be perfected . The object is to bring the item out of 
the developmental stage into a production (assembly) line 
t hat has been pl&nned in anticipation of thi s very thought . 
How often tnis timing works perfectly is ano t her quest ion , 
because the variables in this question are to n~merous to 
describe . 
Perhaps tne second most i mport ant relations hi p in 
exploiting the re sults of research and development is in 
connection \v i th s£.les . One of the very i mportant steps is 
to set up conditions so t hat sales can tell research and 
development what it is that the customer rTants or needs . In 
connection wit h commercial busi ness , there will be a market 
research group to anal yze the needs of t he people fo r new 
products and the competition that wi l l be faced in selling 
t hese products . Similarly , in tne military business , it is 
necessary that sales will oe able to prea.ic t uhat the defense 
agencies \'till i·rant , rThile en0 ineering provides an analysis 
of t he vrays the comp&ny could oest contribute to the defense 
program . 
There a r e many occasions when members of the 
research and development organization c &n rua.ke substanti~l 
contribution to tne company's sales effort . A good scienti s t , 
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deeply i mme rsed in his technical job , often becomes a 
terrific salesman , particular when the ~opic is one of the 
more complex technical devices. Good will is another intang-
ible resource that res earch people may spread. Their general 
attitude and temperament, when appeased , will tend to gener -
ate a good feeling for their employer that will be reflected 
in their actions while making outside cor.tacts with other 
scientists . 
The r esearch man is not limited in his contacts 
outside his mrn departllient , but a careful utilization of the 
individual's talen~s are sure to bring rewarus in tn~ form of 
close coorperation and teamwork . 
II. FI~Al~JIAL JO uiD~~riOKu 
Another important phase of control of organization 
in research and development comes in the financial research 
and development budget . A question that creates muc h thought 
and uncovers new philosophies is : How is research and 
development to be controlled financial ly? This bring s us 
through the company organization--from ~anuf~cturing product-
ion to sales , to finance , to observe just how eac n major 
function effects the research outfit . Tne coLtrol of the 
finances of the laboratory is of great practical importance . 
If neglected , s erious rriction m&..y develop oetv1een the Lana.ge -
ment and the rese~rch directors whic h may hinder ~he success 
of tne laboratory . Thi s control is not or small importance 
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and should be delegated to a responsible i ndividual v. ho vlill 
account for all expenditures o.nd attempt to rewc:..i n ~c. i t hin tne 
researc h bud3et . Tne refus~l oy thi s f inar-ci&l director ~o 
spend large amounts of money for expenai t ur·es th&t no provis-
ion has been made on t he ori ginal ouaset must be sanctioned 
and approved by the Director of Research . Confidence on tne 
part of the company mana6eruent tnat the rese£rch eApenditures 
will not exceed t hose which hav e been allottod is of 6reatest 
value in keeping harmonious relations . uuch confidence also 
tends to a3sist the laboratory in having real freedom to 
direct it s technical wo rk wi thou'L i nterference from the con-
trolling departments of the company . If t he l~bo1·e:.tor·y 
habituelly i ndicates t hat it is E.. poor risk in financial 
managellient , then it is perhaps natural that those responsible 
for overall comp&ny f i nance will wish to control l~boratory 
expenditures , and consequently , operations . Labo ratory 
financ i ng includes bud3eting , e itner by expen~e iteLs such 
c..s salaries , supplies , and overhe&d , or by project v-micn is 
in turn broken dm1n into t hese expenl::les . 
The mos t i mportant item in the expense budget is 
l abo r , which accounts for be t vreen 50 per cent to 75 per cent 
of the total cost . 'rhere are rr.any ways of compari ng ne\v 
budgets with past perfor~ances , such as c heck i ng the average 
cost per tec hnical .nan . By us i ns on l y these tecnnic&l people , 
a standard may be utilized to i ndicate on a common denomi nator 
tne nevi expense ratios . .. hen the number of tc.Lese tec nni cal 
(j7 
people rises, a higher budget can be justified, based on the 
average standard costs . In 1945 the laboratory costs for 
seven companies ran from ~8 , 900 to ~ 21 , 000 per technical 
employee, the mean being ~9 , 800 . * By 1947 these same seven 
companies reported a mean of 911,000 . In 1957 dollars this 
would be approximately ~20 , 000 as a mean indicator. 
Budgeting by projects or programs is useful in 
laboratories that operate under the so called "project system . 11 
This is the method of accounting for manpm·1er expenditures, 
current, past , and future. A complete system of statistical 
reports has been established for this purpose of accounti ng 
for man years . ~ach Air Force research project and task is 
given a corresponding code number , either for security reasons 
or brevity . The organizations responsible for the accomplish-
ment of each projec t or task develops a schedule of future 
manpower requirements for that specific project for the next 
three years . For example , if a laboratory in a research direct-
orate were working on task number 99888 of project 77788 , they 
would indicate the manpmver available for this fiscal quarter, 
the past quarter, and annual estimates for three years . bince 
the accounting sections have average annual salary fig ures 
for various typ~ s of Air Force work , it is an easy matter to 
arrive at a future budget for labor. .3 i n ce labor , as vre have 
stated , accoun~s for the highest percentage of costs, & very 
prec ise estimate of the cost required to perform and complete 
~f- 4, p . 293 
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each assigned job in the future is needed . 
Because it is not possible for a research director 
to forsee unexpected needs for research and development , some 
provisions must be made for obtaining additi onal funds for 
special and urgent work . Almost all laboratories apply 
directly to management for increases in appropriations . The 
basis for this additional expenditure is a tangible need that 
can be meas ured. Funds may then be allocated for the partic-
ular project under discussion. It is top management that 
approves or disapproves additional requests, so the people 
who need to know the overall status of t he research depart -
ment are on hand to make the first hand decisions on this 
phase of research coordination with the remainder of the com-
pany . 
The magnitude of individual corpora tion expenditures 
cannot be compared by amounts of dollars but by the ratio of 
research expenditures to the sales dollar. General Motors 
had , in 1955, a research budget of twelve million dollars , 
one- tenth of one per cent of sales . * This supported work in 
two main areas: applied sciences , and enf orced engineering 
research. Included in the former are physics and instrumen-
tation, chemistry, electrochemistry , fuels and lubricants , 
and industrial hygiene . Engineering research covers gas 
turbines, piston engines, engineering mechanics , metallurgy , 
and special problems . Since the a rrival of a new Research 
i~ 9, P . 140 
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Director, General ~otors' research budget for 1956 was estim-
ated between fifteen and t\venty million dollars . 
The actual figure for the entire research and 
development at General hotors runs in the neighborhood of 
t wo hundr ed and fifty million dollars . Reluctant to disclose 
actual figur es , General .:otors vrill ad.m.i t that it employs 
approximately twenty- five thousand engineers and supporting 
personnel in product engineering and development work . This 
work is clearly within the a ccepted definition of research 
and development . I ncluded in this enormous sum is the oper-
ation of the new technical center and two large automobile 
proving grounds . 
General ~otors' bud0et for research and development 
is the largest private one i n industry . ~ro government sub-
s i dised aircraft companies ntay be in excess of t he quarter 
billion figure . Close behind General l•iotors is General Elec-
tric vli th a resee..rch and development budget estime..ted at four 
per cent of sales , one hundred and twenty million dollars . 
The Bell Telephone Laboratories , often regarded as the country's 
foremost private research institution , had a t otal budget in 
1955 of about thirteen million dollars . In the chem.ical 
industry for t he same year , DuPont spent about sixty- six mill-
ion dollars , Union Carbide - forty - three million dollars , 
Eastman Kodak - thirty- five mi l lion dollars . The lar5est of 
the oil industry , ~sso resee..rch and engineering , spent about 
thirty million dollars . * 
* 9, p . 188 
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In govern~ent expenditures basic rese&rch r~ccives 
7 per cent , with 93 per cent to rase&rch &nu uevelo~ruent 
for &.rmed services h&.ru\,are . rhe Depart.ruent of Defense 
spends three-fourths of tr_e sovernment ' s total resec.rch 
money , the htomic ~nergy vomlliisoion spends &nother 13 per 
cent, and five otner agencies Svlallm. up the rerr.aindcr . I' he 
cost of research reported by two thousand corupanies in 1951 
\las tvTo billion doll&rs of \lhich nearl y hc..lf ,., as pC::..id by the 
i;-federal govern~ent . 
~ith such volumes of money beins spent each year 
for r ese&rch and development for the p r otection of our 
country or the betterment of our v. ay of lL. e, \ve &11 become 
ru1are of the influ~nce of r~se&rch . 
~· 1 5 ' p . 3 
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A study of management views and control problems 
in research and development organization8 can not minimize 
the importance of the facilities required to support the 
researc her. There has been a trend develo~ing in t~e past 
feu years towards spending an increasingly large fraction of 
the total research budget for services ~d support require-
ments . The purpose of these indirect costs are to relieve 
the research worker of as much detailed administration as 
possible and to provide for him as many technical services 
as can be obtained . ~very effort is made to permit full 
concentration on the job of research and develo~ment . This 
freedom from de~ail generally provi..:.tes for an economy of 
operation , for it permits centralization of certain tasks 
for which the research wor~er usually has li ~tle or no 
aptitude . In other inst&nces it en~oles concentration on 
the technical problems iihen time Hould othenvise be taKen up 
in mechanical v1ork for whicn much less expensive personnel 
can be obtained . 
From the organization standpoint these services are 
generally handled in t1:o ways . In tr.1e first , the ent.ire 
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services of the installation are grouped in one department 
under a Business Manager or a Director of Research Services . 
In the second, there is a separation of the administrative 
and tecb~ical services . The services supplied to ~he research 
ana development orgru1ization range f rom machine shops to 
libraries , from photography to model shops . A list of the 
ser~ices 6 enerally made available a re t he following . 
A supply function to allow for centralization of 
procedures and stores , permits all material and equipment 
to be under t~e control of specialists in this type of work. 
This operation includes the purchasing of material and equip-
ment that is peculiar to the research operation and would 
be difficult and time consuming if purchased through the 
central agency . It is f elt that the priority of certain needs 
may best b e developed by the research function itself . 
Administration of personnel matters is also central-
ized within the research function just as it is in the company's 
organization. The amount and complexity of recruiting , inter-
viewing , analyzing, screening , processing , and hiri ng of today's 
scarce research talent is a procedure ideal for specialization. 
The applicant may first ue screened by the central staff per-
sonnel function but must be cleared next throug h Research Per-
sonnel . The accounting for individuals, f rom recruitment to 
hire must be considered as inairect service to the mission 
of the research laboratory . Additional duties , as required 
are performed by personnel for the needs of the scientific 
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employees . 
Another service offered by a personnel division 
would be a cen tralized stenographi c pool . It is comruon to 
make mechanical recording equipment available for d ictation 
whenever the re searc h worker desires it . Combining tne 
assignment of stenog raphers to the department s "'vi th a central 
stenographic pool enables the work assi6nments t o be made so 
that all t he steno3 raphers can be kept busy with an even work 
load . 
One of the f irst tools used by the research s cien-
tist or engineer in ~ny study is the technical library . 
The volume of pertinent data published by associa t i ons , 
universities , and commercial houses r equir e c a r eful scanning 
and clearing so that data important to the lvork being per-
formed may be found easily . The timeliness of an up to date 
library , both in per iodicals and publication s is of great 
assi s tance , as they clec:.rly indicate 1;ork being pe rfo r wed and 
thereby reduce the possi bili ty of needless duplication of 
effort . 
A research and development job is not compl e te 
until a report on the r esults has been released . In order 
to assist the scientist and engineer in the preparation of 
his r eports, most organizations prov i de some s ort of editorial 
service , Hhic h varies from the actual wri t.ing of the repo rt 
f or t he researcher to exalliination of the report fo r conform-
ance with certain stanuards . 
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:•'lost lar;:;e research and development estaolis runents 
ha..ve son:e form of analytical laborc:.tory, the size of ,,hich 
is usually determined by the type of research . The laboratory 
is conce rned prim& rily VIith the conaucting of tests to deter -
mine the composition of a particular ~hin6 · In addi~ion to 
those responsibilities , certain analytical labor.s.t.ories of 
industrial research inst&llationu are concerned with control 
measures and sta.naards used in production pl .snts . 
Photo6raphic cov e ra0e of the result.s of resea rch 
and development is essential to good report p~e~aration . 
Photog raphic recording of results of investi~ations a lso is 
the responsibility of the photo~rcphic laboratory . ~ork in 
t he photographic laboratory i n an organization that prepares 
its oun publications is frequently concerned , to a large 
extent , with the preparation of illustr ations for reproduction . 
Laborator y personnel a re frequently required to provide a 
compl ete pictorial record of phenomena t hat can not other-
wise be readily explained . 
The mechanical services are offered in the forllis 
of design and drafting roon:s and shop facili ties which supply 
t he common machinery , electrical , and miscellaneous duties 
peculiar to a resea rch o~eration. A centralized drafting 
service can be qualified to do vro r k from the siw;>lest sketch 
to the most complicated desi gn and t o utilize the talents of 
all employees in the most advantageous and efficient manner 
by careful scheduling of ·vrork. All l a r g e research and 
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development installations have shop services 'where t.he 
facilities are centralized to provide the most economical 
type of shop work . A common breakdown of the shop into 
sections Houl d be : model , electrical , wel ding, plumbing, 
gl ass blouing , sheet metal, foundry, carpenter, and paint 
shops . The caliber of personnel in t.he va.rious ;;;hops should 
be high. for the ~ork they perfo r m is highly imaginative 
and far removed from a a ull rout i ne job . 
The Research Center for the Data Processing Divi -
si on of Internc..tional Busi ness 1•1achines Corpor·ation is se t 
in a campus like atmosphere in Pou6 hkeepsie , New YorK. The 
follewing i ndicates the nature of t ne department ' s wo r k and 
the number of employees in each saction. 
The activities devoted to the major components of 
the research function , such as Physical Rese~rch , Component 
Research , Information Research , Advanced ~n0inearin0 ~lanning , 
and Patent Engineering , all on t he direct line organization , 
have a total of approxi mately one thousand men i n this in-
stallation. The or6'-'-nizc:.tion chc..rt is shmm in Fig~;re 10 . 
This fi gure of one thousand persons incluaes department secre-
taries, clerks , and stenogrc.phers as vlell &s tec hnicians em-
ployed directly on the job . It is not pos~ible to arrive at an 
accurate direct scientist- en6ineer t.o otner type of personnel 
,-
Physical Rese~rch 
Director 
of 
Research 
Associate Director 
~--~ of Research 
Component Research 
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I nformation 
Researc h 
Adv anced ~ngineering 
Planning 
Pr-oject dtretc h +-----_. ____ ~Patent ~ngineering 
FIGURE 10 
ORGbNIZATION CHArtT--INT~ill\ATIONAL nUuiN~bd ~~CrliN~B 
CORPORhl'ION , POUGH:Kl!..!!.?..:>I.i!. fu..:a ... hrlCh C.~!.I,'f.:!.R 
(From Company Records , 1957. ) 
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in this manner , but v-.e can list the services available . 
The following is a tabulation of' tue support 
services in number of people required by the rese~rch and 
development activity . 
Director of Res earch 
Research Personnel 
Research Finance and Procedures 
Library 
Gener al bervices 
Office Serv ices 
Training and Educ&tion 
Iviodel Bhops 
Laboratory Cleanliness 
Laboratory I•iaintenance 
Lngineering kdministration 
Engineering Personnel 
Laboratory ~ecretarial 
~ngineering Recruitment 
Laboratory Cost Engineering 
These total approxi mat ely four hundred . These figures 
b 
21 
33 
10 
20 
27 
2 
55 
40 
36 
24 
15 
39 
20 
17 
would 
indicate thirty- seven per cent of personnel charged as resee.rch 
did nothins &t all in the direct f ield. A concervative 
estimate o~ the original one thous~nu codou as Research ana 
Development ac tivity , \iould rev~al six hundred , at lec..st , 
T,.,rho uere not scientists or engineers . 
The overall totals , then , show one tho~sand people 
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of fourteen hundred total or seventy- one per cent as opera-
tional support positions . This f i gure corresponds to the 
d irect labor ra~io for Internat iona l Business Mac hines , 
Poughkeepsie manufacturing . The figure for p roduction only 
charges , as direc t labor , t hose individuals actually employed 
in the manufacturing or assembl y of its products . All others , 
including the entire resecrch operation , a re classified as 
i ndirect activity . It is interesting to note the similarity 
in the seventy- one per cent direct effort f i gure in both the 
research organization and the entire manufacturing operation. 
The supporting services are under the Associate Di r ector of 
Research as indicated in Figure 11 . You will notic e that he 
is removed from the line of command &nd is placed so that he 
does not inte r fere with the channel of communications in 
either direction . 
III . RATIOo FOR oU?POrtT 
During the curren t period of manpower shortages in 
the technica l fields , the possibilities of expanding support-
i ng staffs, in order to utilize professional people more 
efficiently , has been wi dely disc ussed . rhe support ratio 
' 
tha t is , the number of supporting vTorkers employed per 
research engineer or scientist , has become a matter of great 
interest and i mportance in research mana ~ement . The last 
comprehensive study done on a national basis -v;as by the 
United States Department of' Labor Statistics in 1953 . ·k 
* 15 , P . 19 
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The average support ratio for all companies in the 
survey was 1 . 5 to 1 in January 1952 , but the ratio varied 
vl i dely among induotries . l•i:otor vehicle manufact.urers had 
by far the highest number of supporting workers per research 
engineer or scientist , 5. 2 : 1 . This high f i sure is attribu-
ted to t he turnover of auto .... otive styles every t-.o or three 
years, which indic&tes a neea for stylist.s and designers who 
~.ork in conjunction vTith research and developllient but can not 
be counted as direct research efl'ort . They take the SB.J.!le 
positions as the technician in the laboratory vTho doe s a 
very important job but is not the individual who 11 counts 11 • 
Four of General 1otors most vital staff research 
organizations are : Research , ~ngineering, ~anufacturing , and 
Styling . In their Technical Center outside of Detroit are 
located four thousand. employees ; thirteen hunured in research , 
twelve hundred in dtyling , seven hundred in engineering , four 
hundred in process development , &nd another four hundred 
in general housekeepin6 activities . i:- This indicates a 2 1 
ratio without analyzing the t hirteen hunured positions in 
research. If we can ausurue one thous~d. scientists and 
engineers , this would give an ov erall 4 : 1 ratio for the 
technical center , and. therefore , indicat in6 how t he 5. 2 : 1 
was arrived at five years ago and shmring a later trend . 
at DuPont laboratories stat.istics show that. tv-Tenty-
one hundred people were employed in research i n 1956, 
·~~ 9, P . 139 
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supported by thirty- six hundred others . This fi 6 ure of 
1. 7 : 1 is \vell above the medi En f i c;ure of 1 : 1 for i ndus-
trial chemical concerns u ith ove r f iv e thousand employees, 
accord i ng to the January 1952 report. It does fal l, however , 
within the highest quart er for the same ca tegory in the same 
period . These ratios tend to remain fairly cons t ant even 
thoug h the research activity has increased in t he past f ive 
years. But , a s research grows , s o does its support , and in-
dications show it has a very defi nite relati onship . 
Westinghouse Electric Company has s even hundred 
e mployee s in their research laboratory and i nclude all ser-
vices menti oned beforehand to support a technical research 
operation . This or ganiza tion i s strictly re search, with devel-
opmental activities to be added at a l ate r date . dtati stics 
available show that four hundred end f i fty of the seven hundred 
are pro fessional people, sc ienti sts , technicians , and assist-
ants . The b r eakdown is as fo llows . 
Of the four hundred and f i f ty professional people , 
38 per cent are physicists , 24 per cent chemists , 13 per cent 
electrical engineers , 7 per cent me t alur gists , and 4 per cent 
mathemati ci ans . * Aga i n applying the support ratio for elec -
trical machinery manufacturers with a research s taff of be -
tween five hundred and one thousand , whic h i s 2 . 5 : 1 , vv e 
would f i nd t ha t only two hundr ed of the four hundred and f i fty 
listed above were scientists , wi th two hundred and fifty 
people i mmediately supporting them in a techni cal capacity . 
-l< 11 ' p . 39 
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IV . Ai-TALY::>L3 OF A GOV.!!.cll\11•1EKT !L.J.r..nrlCh L,.-..BOR.n.rOrlY 
There are two large research directorates at the 
Air Force Ca~bridge Research Center . The ~lectronic Rese~rch 
Directorate had about 506 authorized positions as of Dept-
ember 1956. The Geophysics Research Directorate had 
approximately 458 for the same d~te . I will Givide the 
capability into two factors : Direct and Indirect Rese&rch 
E~fort . Included under ~irect will be those ensineers and 
scientists \vho &re working on some project directly . Sci en-
tists or engineers in an administrative capacity , technicians , 
and support services perso~jel will be classified unaer 
Indirect Effort . The tabulation will be by m~jor organi-
zational component DLeakdown , aither by office or by l~b-
oratory . 
ELECTRO~IC RL~~RCli DI~vrvrlhr~ 
unit Direct Research 
..u..ffort Indirect Researc h Effort 
Office of the 
Director 
Pr ograms and Re -
quirements Branch 
Resources Management 
Branch 
Administration 
oaction 
i'ilaterial and 
Supply 
i:>hops .:>ection 
Bpecializ"'d 
derv ices 
Scientists and 
.l:!.ngineers 
ucientist rech. 
and 
Enc3ineers 
3 
11 
16 1 
2 3 
4 20 
uupport 
(l1li sc ' ) 
2 
3 
2 
ll 
2C 
27 
5 
Engineering 
Branch 
Computer Lab 
Components and 
Techniques Lab 
Antenna Lab 
Communic a tions Lab 
Propagat ion Lab 
uy s t ems Analysis Lab 
Spe cia l Systems Lab 
Radar Lab 
Navigation Lab 
Di r ect nesearch 
Effort 
Scientists and 
Engineers 
9 
23 
41 
32 
45 
22 
5 
31 
1 6 
14 
238 
103 
Indirect Research 
.E.ffort 
6cientist Tech . 
and 
Engineers 
7 
15 
13 
10 
14 
8 
23 
8 
9 
268 
clupport 
(1v.1.i S C . ) 
2 
2 
5 
4 
4 
3 
1 
5 
2 
3 
This gives us an approximat e figure of 1 . 12 1 
for this Directorate . 
G~OPHY~ICS ~u~RCH DI~UrORhrE 
Unit Direct Re search Indirect Resea rch 
Effort Effort 
Scienti sts and 
.:>cientists Tec h . S~pport ) l!.ngineers and J.·~~sc . 
Engi neers 
Office of Direc t or l 2 
Programs Branch 1 1 
Resources 3 3 
Program Planning 5 2 
Organization 
Liai son 3 l 
Applications and 
Logistics l 1 
Engi neering 4 20 
Applications 6 2 
Administrative 
l-ian&gement l 20 
r'1at e rial 2 4 22 
Terrestrial 
Science Lab 23 7 3 
lG4 
G.t.OPr.YviC.::> • u:...;>.wl._cCn .:..i.irw..G iU ... ""\Al..c.. v01\ .r • 
Unit Di rect Research I ndirect Research 
..c..ffort .l!.ffort 
clcientists an<i bcientists rech. .::iupport 
(l•.isc . ) ~ngineers anci. 
.c.ngineers 
Atmospheric 
Analysi s Lab 49 12 7 
Atmospheric Physics 
Lab 56 ll 4 
Atnos~heric Dev _ces 
Lab 35 34 6 
Ionospheric Physics 
Lab 2b 2 3 
Special Projects 
Lab 39 6 4 
~dvanced aesearcn 
Lab 5 3 l 
Sacremento re&.~ 
Observ&tory 7 8 
242 216 
'l'he ratio for the Geophys ics Directorate is the 
reciprocal ol th~t for ..c..lectronics , or l :1 . 12. One support 
i ndividual employed for every 1 . 2 scientist or ens ineer working 
directly on given projects . 1.hether much .:'c.ith can be placed 
on t he accuracy of this tabulation is not knovm , as these 
f i gures 1:rere prepared from report s submitted. by the t vro Direct-
orates . One common failure is the persistance of the l abor-
a.t ori e s to classify an i ndividual vii th a title or job l abel 
of a r esearch and development t ype wlh~ther he i s qualified or 
not. On the same i dea , they are prone to show an employ~e 
holding the hi ghe st step i n the position title . I f a job 
has progress ive skill ratin3s of 1 , 3 , 5 , or 7 , they nould in-
dicate a "7" on all reports so the casual obser'Ver \vould 
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surmise th&t only fully qualified personnel were employed by 
the laboratory . These , of course , are minor quirks especially 
peculiar to a large research organization that has competing 
factions of equal size and pmver . You then become aware of 
petty jealousies rising between the research outfits , and this 
ranges into levels of organization , number of laboratories , 
number and quality of men and materials . l•iuc h has been wri ten 
about the inability of management to get along v-r i th its re -
sear ch organization , but much friction can be generated be -
tween two research outfits of the same orsanization . 
We have analyzed just the composition of the Research 
Directorates in regard to support within its internal operation . 
However , the Air Base at which the Directorates are located 
require many more men to ope r a te . To provide flight test sup-
port for the Directorates and Lincoln Laboratories , there is 
the 6520th Test Group (oupport ) composed of approximately 
nine hundred people . This group is responsible for cooper-
ating with the Directorates, and its mission is to command , 
coordinate , and s upervise flight and radar net operations in 
support of research performed by the Air Force Cambridge 
Research Center and Lincoln Laboratory . In performing its 
assigned mission the group uses such conventional air~raft 
as B- 25, B-26 , B- 29, B- 50, C- 47 , C-54, C- 97 , C- 119, C- 121 , 
C- 131 , C-45 , L- 20 , and jet planes , B- 47, F- 80 , F-86D , F- 86F , 
F-102A , T- 33 , and the helicopte r , H- 1 9. This list is so com-
plete to give an idea of the tremendous maintenance problem 
W6 
that this inventory presents . There are rarely air bases of 
this sm~ll size that can indicate such a diversified aircraft 
inventory of so many major types . 
A second large element of ext ernal support is the 
6520th Air Base Group who provide such services as ~ir Police , 
Air Installations , Field ~aintenance , 6upply , Medical , 
Transportation , Communications , Base Operations , Food Services , 
and all the miscellaneous acti vities that occur when you 
operate an air base . This group i s composed of seventeen 
hundred officers , air"Jen , and civilian e~ployees , all which 
must be charged asainst the overhead necessary to run the 
field . 
The third element of overhead is Center Headquarters , 
the administrat ive, planning , and controlling inte r est 
responsible for the fulfillment of the overall missi on . rhere 
are eight hundred people in this section. rhe picture has 
t hus developed into four parts . The initial one , of course , 
is the internal support required within each Directora~e , ~nd 
the next three are the external support fo_ ·ces listed direct-
ly above . For a complete analysis of t he ratio at the Air 
Force Cambridge Research Center , we must include all factors . 
Direct Research Effort 
Electronics Research Directorate 
Geophysic s Rese~rch Directorate 
Operational Applications Laboratory 
238 
242 
20 
~0 
Indirect Research Effort 
~lectronics rtes~~rch Direc~or~te 
Geophysics Research Directorate 
Headquarters AF0rtC 
6520th Test Group (Support) 
6520th Air Base Group 
Direct Research Effort----500 
Indirect Research ~ffort---- 3884 
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7 . 8 : 1 
268 
216 
800 
~0 
1~0 
3884 
There are many variables in ~his factor, such as 
the base supporting tenant activities , reser~e activities , 
and other functions that arise near a large metropolitan 
center . The support offered Lincoln Laborato ries in radar--
air defense experimentation , probably uses four hundred 
personnel full time , mostly in t he 6520t h rest ~roup •s radar 
squadron . 
Cna?T~R X 
CO~vLUuiON 
All of this discussion logically le~ds to one 
question : v:o uld it be fe~sible to organize military research 
and development programs in such a \,~y that the technical 
activities , capable of being performed by a civilian org~ni­
zation , could be separated from those which are purely mili -
tary , such as support functions? ~here military support 
activities are necessary i n connection with a research and 
development project , and such activities must be under a 
military commander, does it necess&rily fo llow that the tech-
nical research and development functions must also be under 
direct military supervision? 
It would be hi ghly desirable , as long as military 
research and development pro3rams at the operating installation 
are co~anaed by military officers , to organize \lithin such 
operating installations civilian directed and civilian st~ffed 
units for which the purely military support function would 
be furnished through a physically separ~te military organi -
zation . There is a need for separating dominant and si0nifi-
cantly large military functions from t he regular operations 
of research and dev elopment . rhe milit~ry org~ization for 
research and development does not provide the best atmosphere 
for this kind of work , and it ~aAes the administration of 
such work difficult , if not incompatiole . 
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The organiz~tion of research anu development pro-
grams at military installation levels larg~ly administrated 
by civilian led units , free from the domin~ting cnaracter-
i stics of large military supportin0 activi~ies , is a 
practical solution at the present t i me . To some degree the 
pr oblem of military- support domin~nce is a function of size 
and t he p r oportionate distribution of mi litary ~nd civilian 
personnel . It is conceivable that where a half or more of 
the total worki ng force on a research ~n~ development install-
ation is military , the tendency to dominate is stron6er. 
The need for physic~l sep6ration in such a situation is 
de sirabl e i f the total size i s large . A clear example is 
provided at the Ai r Force Oambrioge Res~~rcn Center . The 
research activity i s s i gnifi cently large i n i~self ; over nine 
hundred people in research and dev elopment ~nd another eight 
hundred in administration . Hanscom Field , ~~though a part of 
the Center and under the same military commander , is larger 
than the primary activity , that of research. Hanscom Field 
a l one , i s lar ge enough to be a respectable comn.and for a 
military officer. The base has a population , in its two 
groups , of ouer twenty- seven hundred personnel . \/hen combined 
with the Researc h Center , the presently constituted organi-
zation &t A£CRO is a highly desirable comru&nd . The authorized 
g r ade for the a1<\, itc Commc..nder is 1·~ajor General , e..s it is 
equal in status t o a subordim. te air comma.nd . 
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It would be an easy matter to recommend a c hange 
in the milita ry admini str&~ion ~nd or0~nization of the Air 
Forc e Cambri dge Res earch Genter , as I am convinc ea th~t the 
combine: tion of hanscom Field and the r esearch activities are 
not necessa ry . There are t¥ro definite possi b ilities . The 
first i s to segregate , as indi cated previously, t he research 
activities from the support facilities . This would mean that 
considerable manpov. er s&v in0 s would result \• i th the elimin-
a tion of a sizable portion of the administration of Center 
Headquarters . All centr al activit i es could b e located under 
the Director of Research ~i th a separate Di rector fo r eac h 
Directora te r eporting airectl y to him . rnis woul d alleviate 
much of the administrative rea t &pe and set the resea ... c h 
center along the same lines e.s an i nc...ustrial or6 anization , 
using i nternal aaministra~ion and external means of support, 
both financial and opera~ional . The ontrol over this phase 
of research would most likely be a civilian . It is not 
contemplated that thi s initi al suggestion will bring c.bout 
any c hange in employment status. A f unction o rgani zed like 
the Lincoln Laboratories , a civ ili an component under Air 
Force financ i al contract operated by t he fuassacn~setts 
I nstitute of Technology , just bears upon the suppo r t faci liti es 
of Hanscom Fiel d for fl1¢ht test operations and has nothing 
in common '>l ith Civil Service Aan.ini stration . Tnerefore we 
assume that a civilie:n directed technical center , under 
lll 
Civ i l Service, woul d parallel Lincoln Laboratories in 
utilizing Hanscom Fi eld for f l ight test and buildin0 support 
facilities . 
This would release the actual command of the f ield 
to a Base Commander whose mission would be to offer support 
to Air Force Cambridge Research Center and Massachusetts 
I nstitute of Technology along with organizational support of 
the various tenant activities . I t would still be a Co~nand 
of importance , as the major Air Force representativ e in the 
metropolitan district of Boston . 
The second possible alternative in the management 
of the government research a ctivity is the transfer of the 
facilities . Since it is a poli cy of the Air Research and 
Development Command , the parent organization to Air Force 
Cambridge Resear ch Center , not to become the "owners 11 of an 
air base but a t enant , I suggest Hanscom Field be delivered 
to another major air comr~.anci , such as the Air Defense Command 
or Continental .Air Command . Units of -c.hese organizations &re 
now major tena.nts on the base. By relieving itself of the 
general maintenance and housekeeping activities , mo r e and 
better utilization could be derivea from the portion of the 
tax dollar devoted to research and dev e l opment . This is in 
line with the theory of specialization . Let Air Force 
Commands who must operate air bases run Hanscom Field and 
untie t he researc h dollars being spent fo r housekeeping 
purposes . 
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One factor looms heavy on the efficient Air Force 
of the fu t ure . This is the cost of maintenance , in ~aterial , 
manpower , and t r a ining . The reenlistment pro blem facing our 
armed services today shows a s horta6 e of skilled mec hanics 
with the necessary i ntellisence to maintain the complex 
electronic planes of the air age . Early this year , Lockheed 
Aircraft Compan y announced t he formation of a subsidiary 
company fo r the sole purpose of con t racting maintenance on 
t he new "Century series 11 jet airc r aft . rhey were to have t he 
entire maintenance res ponsibility for a squadron of Convair 
F- l 02A ' s and woul d , no doubt , do t he same on their own nevi 
aircraft , the Lockheed F- l G4 . Assuming greater efficiency 
and flexibi l ity in&a civili an organization , t ne ~ir Force is 
making a 'tli se mov t. in effective management . rhe .hirm~n 
s killed in maintenance yesterday , aischarged today , and hi red 
by a civilian company tomorrow , is the logical t arget for 
t nese companies . Rather tnan wasting ~ho~oan~s of collars 
on training tnese Airmen for civilian careers , the Air Force 
would be wise in 6 iving hi0 nly tec hnical training to the 
career man on his second enli.:.;tJ...ent or oefore , if t he man 
has in~icated hi s carE.er intentions, This would save eno t... 6 h 
n::.oney to a llmv this subcontracting of mc..inte:nc-nce to exist . 
Industry af t er inauo try has proven that research 
means speciclization. T~~e less a research and dev elopment 
organization has to worry aoout outside its oco~e of operati on , 
the bet1:.er off it v;ould be . •. hen these house.t..eeping func tions 
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are deleted from the \;orks inventory , military r5search anu 
development effort is directed against administration , 
control , planning , finance , personnel , an~ tne operation of 
research activity . Trim:.ner staffs woula r0sul t frolli tne 
stre&.mlinin6 , c..nd the overall effici;:,ncj ratings '·:oul.l. ue 
3reatly increased . Here is an exam~le . ~t the air iorce 
Cambridge Research Center , if the hir bade ~roup &nu the 
Test duppo rt Grot..p were eliminated from the cent"'r colll.!Lc.nd , 
there woulu be some fifteen aundred authorizations remaini ng 
in the Center. Five hundred of tn~oe are direct resea~ch eff-
ort , a 3 : l ratio . This , no doubt , would be improved , as 
the fifteen hundred stren5th figure because of less workload 
generated by the elimination of the tvro groups , vTould fall 
possibly to twelve hundred or thirteen hundred authorizati ons . 
The two large factors remair.in~ in the air systems 
ana air defense exploration are the pilots and planes . I f 
the rese&.rch and development outfit is a tenant , the land-
lord can a6ree to fly all L·equired missions very effectively . 
I f , however , the research and development outfit is the 
landlord with all civilian contract support , t.1e cost of the 
aircraft , pilots , and upkeep Hill have to come from the 
research buuset . 
Today , the cost of research is perhaps the most 
important factor . I·~ore money mec.ns more research , but the 
same amount of money efficiently mana0ed and economically 
utilized , will 0 ive more results per research dollar. 
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It is fallacious to assume that all of the princi-
ples and rules of orga.nization and management a re equally 
applicable in different administrative situations . lvws t of 
the written rules are being circumvented by t he necessity of 
researc h speed . v~hen speed is desired , all other controls 
must be made flexible so that i t may be obtained . Too many 
research and development outfits call on speed as their excuse 
f or failing to adhere to the gro und rules of bales , Produc-
tion , and Fi nance . The manager ml)st know when these lines 
are flexible and act accordingly. Research and aevelopment 
can be controlled~ 
Borne basic ground rules that I believe any commer-
cial institution should follow in research and development 
to reduce the risks of research a re as follows : 
A. ~stablish a broad cownercial base of business 
operation . A small product base will breatly 
reduce the statistical probabilities fo r 
successful research. 
B. Select proble~s for research with 6reat care 
and judgement . Require c;_pproval by a policy 
committee before accepting the task. 
C. Cultivate pati ence . Often programs run five 
or six years to give the statistics a chance 
to work themselves out . 
D. Know when to stop. This is managements tough-
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est decision . fhe laboratory is always 
sure that "the answer is right o.rounci the 
corner"; yet you hc..v e to KnOW w nen to c.rop 
a project . 
The results of this paper are conclusive to the 
author . The introduction into the field of research and 
development management gained while at the Air Force Cambridge 
Research Center and a t International Business l11lachines 
Corporation has given me a 3reat respect for ~he rese~rch 
operation . There is no doubt that the scientist and engineer 
can work , cooperate, and aid ~ne adn.inistr~tor . 'rhe adminis-
trator can exercise control over all tne research tools except 
ingenui ty , intelligence , and brainpower . 
The pattern has presented itself in the d i s cuss ion 
that researc h and development must be hea~ed by strong compe -
tent lea~ership . This could be in t he form of a closely 
knit group of research experts , but it is preferable to limit 
final authority to one man . This individual serves ~s 
rechnics.l Director for independent Air Force Research Opera-
t ions , or as Vice President in charge of Research ana Develop-
ment of any major industry . One qualification that must be 
injected is home0enity of ~ssignment for tnis individual . 
If the cc t ivity over \Thich he has control is composed of 
widely scattered functions , ne must hav e an as~is~ant for 
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each function . This type of research organization can be 
considered effective and can be utilized by any form of 
research operation . 
By scanning the industrial operations ~e have seen 
whereby the leadin6 inQividu~l , regardless of wnat ne w&y be 
called, is a man of science , eAperience, and sKilled in 
man&.gerial techniques . He is ably assisted by technicc.l 
assistants of both line ~na staff functions . rte has line 
officers responsible for each phase of rebearch activity . 
These individuals act accoraingly as division heads or pro-
ject managers and a re responsible for the accuracy and quality 
of the work of ~heir subordinates . The staff functions 
harbor ~he services that are responsible for all the activities 
not directly related to actual production; assuming research 
and development to be a t angible measurable substance tnat 
can be produced . 
The staff is then org&nized to perform its duti es 
function&lly, and the line operation perforlLs its asoignea. 
and assumed duties as directed . 'rhe simple e:.d-...i tion of the 
phrase "line and staff" , so long viewed as strictly military , 
into our everyday managerial vocabulary has inaicated the 
closeness that exists today betr1een the two l arge organizational 
forms--industry &. d the military services . The military 
learned long ago the value of a competent ste:.ff and strict 
leadership. \Jhen the militc.ry undertook serious research 
and development pro0 rams , i~ na~urally follow~d with the 
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saffie organizational pattern that was present in all otGer 
forms of the service . 
However , although the organization was functionally 
correct , the fact that failed to be realized at first was 
that a major percentage of the research &nd development 
scientific strength were to be civilians--civilians \tho were 
not to be subjected to the strictness of command . Civilians 
would follow military policies as naturally as they would 
civilian company policies, but the idea of ordering and demand-
ing like obligations from civilians as could be obtained 
from military was not to be found . 
Therefore , a substitution had to be made to the 
basic organization tenets of military research and develop-
ment . This was to allow civilian intergration at a hi6h 
level of management , not only for continuity of leadership 
but for effective civilian administration . This policy had 
been followed quite well but exceptions were made . As noted 
in the text, occasionally a new commanding officer of a 
military research and development establishment would take 
exception to the authority or leadership qualifacations of 
the top civilian administrator . Facing a serious s plit , 
there was often no alternative but to resign or have your 
position abolished . 
Our problem stated that the most effective type 
of research organization was to b e found and evaluated . The 
industria l organization that allows other than experienced 
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personnel t o handle resea..:'cn and development can get into 
serious trouble . The comp&ny that g iv es its technical 
directors complete control over all phe..ses of research and 
development has a definite a.dv antage over the present I!i.ili-
tary organizational peculiariti es . Perhaps the answer lies 
i n that only qualified personnel are en5~ged in top private 
research positions , while in the milit&ry & position of such 
magnitude mi ght fall as a normal to~r of ~uty for a line 
colillllander , who has had no research experience before and. 
likely wi ll hav e none i n the future . 
The fault , of co urse, does not lie s olely wi th the 
commander , because he is not always to blame . It is com.:~.on 
belief that a major faul t of military as well as all govern-
ment resec..rch and development is exple:ined by the old prover·o 
of "too mc..ny cooks spoil the broth11 • In our modern effo rt to 
institute controls on all pnases of t he e~ecutive , judicial , 
and legislative branches of our federal government , there is 
a great deal of frin6e area authority ~nere no one particu-
lar indivia.ual has the right. to c..ct , but many hope to a.o so . 
I n today ' s modern inaust.ry , t he noard of Directors 
pass on tne final decisions p r esented to them by managewent . 
This is the one body that i s responsible for t.he prosverity 
of the cowpany in general &nd its research a~.d development 
outfit in particular. Until this t ype of po~er is given to 
one of our fede ral com_is~ions to be unquestioned by all 
others , except in d ire emergency , we will be f aced wi t h the 
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same dileiiLLa in our gov ernrr.ent sponsered 8.nd aruied services 
resbarch and development ~£nag~ment . 
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